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Modeling and simulation of micro wire electro-discharge machining (WEDM) 
process is important since on-line measurement in micro scale is not economically 
feasible. Existing reported modeling approaches regarding the machining process, 
e.g. wire vibration and crater formation, are simplified due to the complex nature of 
the process. These models usually also do not account for the stochastic nature of the 
process. This thesis proposes a modeling approach based on experimental study and a 
simulation system of the micro WEDM process that considers more detailed 
understanding of the crater formation process and incorporates the crater formation 
distribution in the simulation as well as wire vibration. 
The proposed modeling and simulation system consists of three parts of the 
machining process: sparking process, wire electrode vibration and geometrical form 
of craters generated on the workpiece. In the sparking process transistor-type power 
supply sparking waveform is adopted, with magnitude of spark force proportional to 
discharge energy per pulse. The spark location is determined to be the spot where the 
wire is nearest to the workpiece. Spark force on the wire electrode is considered as an 
impulse caused by the expansion and collapse of plasma bubbles. Each spark exerts a 
small local force on wire electrode in a short time period, pushing it into vibration.  
A model is developed to describe this wire vibration under the influence of sparks 
and the influence of wire vibration itself on material removal on the workpiece 
surface. Wire vibration is governed by a fourth-order partial differential equation, 
taking into account wire flexibility. Due to the micro size and fast movement of the 
wire electrode, it is difficult to measure wire behavior during machining. So a 
simulation program is first designed based on the above mentioned model to study the 
wire vibration pattern during machining and to predict the surface profile of the 
finished workpiece. 
The machined workpiece surface is formed by accumulated removal of material in 
the form of overlapping craters. Therefore, representative description of these craters 
is crucial to the prediction of machined surface. To provide representative data for the 
simulation, machining experiments have been conducted to study the shape of micro 
craters. The machined surface is scanned to extract the 3D profiles of both single and 
overlapping craters. The measured shape differs from most established bowl-shaped 
models, which do not account for the bulging ring around the rim of the crater. 
Besides, the observed crater shape is not uniform around the central axis, unlike most 
of earlier models. Therefore, two models have been developed based on measured 
vii 
 
crater shapes: a uniformly shaped model in general, and a non-uniformly shaped 
model to account for the irregular shape of craters. Furthermore, study on overlapping 
craters finds that overlay of two modeled craters well represents the actual cases of 
overlapping craters. Physical reasoning behind this model is discussed. This 
developed model is then incorporated into the simulation to provide a better 
representation of the material removal characteristics in WEDM. 
Based on the model combining all the above mentioned three parts, the simulation 
predicts the workpiece profile after micro WEDM and provides insight into the 
machining process itself, notably spark distribution and influence of machining 
parameters on workpiece profile error and wire vibration. The resultant convex 
workpiece profile found in the simulation is close to reported works. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Micro-EDM has, due to the high precision and good surface quality it provides, 
become an important process for the fabrication of micro-tools, micro-components 
and parts with micro-features [1]. These micro parts are widely used in various areas 
including micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS), aerospace, automotive industry 
and even micro-machining itself: micro holes required for parts including fluidic 
filters, grids, biomedical filters, ink-jet printer nozzles, fuel injection nozzles, optical 
apertures, and high-pressure orifices; micro pins for micromachining, medical and 
biological tools; micro grooves and channels for micro reaction system and magnetic 
head of digital video cameras; 3D curved surface for micro gears, air-turbine rotor, 
micro forceps and micro scissors [1].  
Micro-EDM includes die sinking EDM, wire-EDM, EDM drilling and EDM 
milling [2], in which the basic EDM process and wire-EDM are the focus of this 
research. In the EDM process, discharges occur between electrode and workpiece. 
The heat generated by discharges melts and partly vaporizes, thus removes, a small 
part of workpiece surface. Since the EDM process is based on electrical discharges, 
the tool and workpiece are not in contact during machining. This makes EDM method 
especially suitable for machining fragile profiles or parts of conductive hard materials 
that are difficult to machine with conventional methods. In wire-EDM process the 
wire is used and always running during machining. The used wire is constantly 
replaced with new wire; thus tool wear can usually be ignored. Wire-EDM has been 
extensively studied by several research groups. Its functions have been extended from 
grooving machining [3-6] to cutting tool machining [7-9] to complex micro structures 
[10-13]. Although micro wire-EDM shows great potential in micro-part machining, 
vibration and deflection of the wire electrode has caused several issues on machining 
reliability and precision. In order to improve understanding of the micro WEDM, the 
role of wire vibration during machining needs to be closely studied in the context of 
the entire machining process. 
1.2 Motivation 
WEDM process has been studied for more than 30 years. The research topics 
surrounding wire-EDM include: thermal analysis and wire breakage prevention [3, 
14-16], wire electro-discharge grinding (WEDG) to fabricate electrodes [7, 8, 17, 18], 
process identification and machining strategy [19-21], modeling of WEDM process 
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by means of mathematical techniques for process parameters design, wire lag and 
corner error compensation, batch machining of repeated patterns such as pin arrays, 
machining of ceramic composites and low electrical conductive materials, combining 
wire-EDM with other processes, reducing discharge energy to achieve better surface 
finish, designing suitable control algorithm to improve precision and stability, 
designing CNC machine for wire-EDM to fabricate intricate micro parts [22-24]. 
Although wire-EDM received extensive study, most of the researches focused on 
modeling and optimization of the process, which are of crucial importance to this 
technology. But a proper model of the WEDM process has to incorporate three 
aspects: dynamic vibration of the wire electrode, response of sparks to transient and 
random discharge gap conditions, and geometrical form of the craters generated on 
the workpiece as a basic element of material removal. 
Several researchers investigated in vibration of wire during machining process [25-
30]. Force components that influence the wire during machining were analyzed. 
Measurement of wire position and control methods were designed to reduce the 
corner error cause by wire deflection. Many researchers focused on the static 
deflection of the wire (wire lag) and its measurement. However, dynamic vibration 
behavior of the wire needs to be studied because it plays an important role in deciding 
precision and accuracy of micro EDMed job. Not only should the vibration amplitude 
of the wire be studied, but transient response of wire to the sparks also deserves 
attention because it affects gap distance that is crucial in determining spark location. 
Furthermore, the spark force that was used to be simplified as body force, i.e. 
distributed over the entire machining region, should be considered as repeating 
impulses that varies with both time and space.  
The highly transient and random sparking process is affected by various conditions 
ranging from electrical voltage between the electrodes, gap distance, to the debris 
particles in the fluid. Various attempts have been made to look into the process. High 
speed observation [31, 32] of plasma channel was attempted by taking images of 
machining area during the process using a high speed camera combined with 
microscope. The recorded images were analyzed to determine the location of sparks. 
Both deterministic and probabilistic methods were adopted in the determination of 
spark location by analyzing gap distance. The difference between the two methods is 
that probabilistic method introduces a random factor in the determination of the gap 
distance [33]. Pulse discriminating and control methods [21, 34-37] have been 
developed for micro WEDM for identification of gap states, on-line pulse train 
analysis, machining condition monitoring and process control. Nevertheless, the 
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measurement of the process is difficult and often requires expensive equipment due to 
the micro scale and transient nature of the process. Physical limitation of optical 
monitors such as high speed camera makes measurement impossible in many 
machining situations, especially when the wire is deep into the workpiece. Simulation 
of the process can provide information needed and even information that cannot be 
measured and be useful in improving understanding of this complex process. 
Both experimental and theoretical efforts have been conducted to understand the 
complex and stochastic material removal process of EDM. The influence of various 
machining condition on the size and volume of craters have been studied [31, 38-42]. 
Size of craters was found increase with increasing discharge energy and is more 
consistent when low discharge energy is applied [39]. Thermal analysis [41, 43, 44] 
and numerical simulations [45-49] have been conducted to determine the crater size. 
However, most studies only include the heating phase of the process. Thermal models 
predict the size and shape of the crater according to the isothermal lines. However, 
such attempts only determine the amount of material molten by the input energy, 
while material removal is impacted by the dynamic bubble collapsing phase. 
Therefore, the bowl shape predicted by the thermal models lacks certain features that 
are found in experimental evidence. Some more realistic models that incorporated 
bubble collapsing into the material ejection process have reported a different shape 
from those early thermal models. In addition, the asymmetric shape of craters is 
commonly observed in many experimental measurements, but has not been given 
enough attention. Since material removal in EDM is achieved by repeatedly forming 
craters on the workpiece surface, the shape of the crater can offer more representative 
modeling of the process and insight to the process characteristics. 
1.3 Objectives 
The focus of this research is the study of the WEDM process. A WEDM process 
model is to be developed connecting the following three different aspects of the 
process: dynamic vibration of the wire electrode, response of sparks to transient and 
random discharge gap conditions, and geometrical form of the craters generated on 
the workpiece. 
In the aspect of wire electrode vibration, a model describing the wire’s response to 
discharges and dielectric fluid is investigated and developed. Previous researches 
have mostly focused on the static wire lag or the maximum vibration amplitude. In 
this model, the transient vibration of the wire needs to be addressed in order to study 
its influence on spark location. Various forces acting on the wire during machining 
need to be identified. The spark force has been treated by researchers either as a body 
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force (distributed over the entire machining region, which is equal to the workpiece 
thickness) or impulsive force independent of gap conditions. In this model, the impact 
of the sparks on the wire need to be considered as impulse and is affected by wire 
vibration itself. 
In the aspect of sparking process, the spark location needs to be determined with 
combined information on gap condition and power supply status. The sparks can be 
stopped by either power supply being turned off or the wire being pushed too far from 
the workpiece. Spark location, wire position and workpiece surface are cause and 
effect to each other. 
In the aspect of crater formation, experimental study needs to be conducted to study 
the shape and size of craters. In order to incorporate the experimental findings into 
the WEDM process model and gain insight into the process, geometrical modeling of 
individual craters is first developed. The geometrical model needs to be able to 
describe important geometric features of typical craters. Furthermore, a method needs 
to be developed to model and construct overlapping craters using the geometrical 
model of individual craters, because in actual machining jobs most craters are 
overlapping. 
Based on the process model that connects the above three aspects, a simulation 
program is to be designed to simulate the interaction among wire vibration, spark 
location and workpiece surface. Given machining parameters, the simulation aims to:  
• describe wire vibration under the influence of intermittent discharges. 
• determine the location of discharges based on gap distance and power supply 
status. 
• provide necessary information to monitor the machining process. 
• predict machined workpiece surface profile. 
After analyzing simulated results under various machining parameters, the aim is to 
be able to:  
• find the influence of machining parameters on wire vibration, spark location 
distribution, workpiece profile and machining performance. 
• analyze the extent of wire bending caused by discharges. 
• build a relationship between wire vibration and geometric error of machined 
workpiece. 
• determine the influence of geometric features of craters on the determination 
of spark location, as compared to traditionally used crater shape model. 
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1.4 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 gives a literature review of related research conducted in WEDM process 
model, particular on the three aspects of wire vibration, discharge process and crater 
formation. Contributions and further investigation needed are presented and 
discussed. 
Chapter 3 presents the proposed micro WEDM process modeled, considering the 
interaction among wire vibration, spark location and material removal. Vibration 
model of the wire electrode is first introduced. Rigidity of the wire material is taken 
into consideration. Then, a method of determining spark location is proposed and 
explained. The traditional crater shape is adopted in the process model. Finally, 
simulation results using the proposed model are presented and discussed. The convex 
workpiece profile similar to reported results in literatures is compared. 
Chapter 4 presents the experimental study on the craters formed in micro EDM 
conditions in order to achieve better representation of the micro WEDM process 
model and simulation, and also offer insight into the process characteristics. Firstly, 
the radii of craters under various discharge energy levels are measured under 
microscope. Secondly, the 3-D profiles of the formed craters are measured using an 
optical profiler. Two major geometric features of the craters are observed that have 
not been given enough attention. Thirdly, a generic model is developed to describe 
these two geometric features of craters because they are important to the WEDM 
process model. The generic model proves to be able to portray the bulging and non-
uniform features of craters and to estimate crater volume with good representation. 
Fourthly, based on understanding of the crater forming process, the overlay method is 
proposed to construct overlapping craters from generic models of single craters. The 
surface profiles of the constructed clusters prove to be reasonably good 
approximation of actual crater clusters. Finally, the different mechanism between 
single crater and overlapping crater is discussed. 
Chapter 5 incorporates the geometric features of crater observed in the 
experimental study into the WEDM process model. The size and orientation 
distribution obtained in Chapter 4 is adopted in order to include the stochastic nature 
of the EDM process. Detection of short circuits and retraction of workpiece is also 
introduced into the process model to describe the machining process more 
realistically. The resultant process model is then implemented in the simulation 
program. Influence of machining conditions, such as discharge frequency, spark force 
and retract distance, on the various aspects of the machining process are analyzed and 
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discussed. Simulations results indicate a linear relationship between workpiece 
profile error and wire bending. 




Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Research efforts on the WEDM process can generally be classified into three 
aspects: 
Wire vibration 
Specifically, this concerns study on wire deflection that causes geometric error on 
workpiece surface; the cause and prevention of wire breakage; wire vibration in 
lateral direction that leads to kerf width; measurement of wire vibration during 
machining; and vibration assisted WEDM. 
Discharge process 
The focus related to this study includes various forces during the sparking process; 
high speed observation of plasma channel; determination of spark location; design of 
new pulse generator; pulse discriminating and control method. 
Crater formation 
This covers experimental study on the influence of machining conditions on the 
size and volume of craters; theoretical modeling of the heating and bubble collapsing 
phases in the crater formation process.  
2.1 Wire vibration 
Wire EDM is a special form of the traditional EDM process in which the electrode 
is a continuously moving conductive wire. Material is eroded from the workpiece by 
a series of discrete sparks between the workpiece and the wire electrode separated by 
a thin film of dielectric fluid which is continuously force fed to the machining zone to 
flush away the eroded particles, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The movement of the 





Figure 2.1 Basic Wire EDM setup [50] 
Dauw [30, 51] analyzed an ideal EDM wire, supported by two wire guides, 
swinging at its proper fundamental frequency and shown that vibration of wire 
electrode can be recognized to be satisfying standard vibration theories for vibrating 
strings. However, vibration amplitude is different toward and opposite cutting 
direction due to external force load applied during machining, causing a curved 
workpiece profile after machining, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2 Illustration on wire and workpiece shape due to discharge forces [30] 
Similar phenomenon of curved workpiece profile is also observed by Puri [28, 52], 
Arunachalam [53] and Han [33]. Puri tested the influence of different machining 
conditions on the geometric inaccuracy caused by wire lag by cutting a non-straight 
path. Pulse on time, pulse off time and pulse peak current were found to be the 
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significant factors for geometrical inaccuracy due to wire lag. Arunachalam et al. [53] 
developed an a priori method to calculate the wire bowing and the stress induced in 
the wire during EDM operation. Wire deflection is reported to be around 60 µm over 
40 mm wire span. And Beltrami [27] has reported even larger wire deflection with a 
longer wire and thicker workpiece. According to Arunachalam, wire lagging is a 
noticeable problem in wire machining, especially when it comes to cutting sharp 
corners. This agrees with Dauw’s [51] cutting result of a zigzag path, as shown in 
Figure 2.3 (a). Han [54] has reported that geometric inaccuracy of the workpiece 
surface is present during wire cut with a straight cutting contour. The inaccuracy, 
shown in Figure 2.4, was around 8 µm across 40 mm thick workpiece when being cut 
by a 60 mm long wire with 20 mm/min federate.  
      
(a)                              (b) 
Figure 2.3 Corner machining performance (a) without and (b) without wire deflection 
compensation [51]  
 
Figure 2.4 Profile of machined surface considering wire vibration [54] 
To understand the impact of the machining process to the wire, many researchers 
[20, 27-29, 51, 52, 54-56] have studied wire vibration and developed models to 
describe it. The problem is treated based on the theory that the behavior of a vibrating 
wire between its guides can be considered as that of a vibrating string, while different 
assumptions are made. Many focused on the wire vibration from the static point of 
view. Dauw [51], Beltrami [27] and Puri [28] simplified the wire vibration model to a 
degree that it is independent of time. Only the static wire deflection is of interest in 
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his effort to compensate for wire lag during cutting. Puri [52] later included inertia of 
the wire mass and effect of damping from the dielectric fluid into the vibration model. 
But only the maximum vibration amplitude is of interest. In Han’s [55] simulation of 
corner cutting, the equation of wire vibration is solved for a steady state vibration. 
The static displacement of the wire responding to the reaction force applied on the 
wire electrode was used to calculate the wire lag.  
Various researchers also make different assumptions about the external load that 
the sparks exert on the wire. Dauw [51] and Beltrami [27] assumed that the external 
load on the wire to be constant, time-independent and uniformly distributed on the 
wire span within the workpiece thickness in order to simplify the problem. The 
calculated wire lag increases with increased workpiece thickness and decreased 
tension, given the wire length is kept the same. Puri [52] also assumed that the 
external load is applied to the wire within the machining region, which is equal to the 
height of the workpiece. But Puri took a step forward to assume that for an iso-
energic pulse generator, the spark force is proportional to the wire displacement based 
on the understanding that the amplitude of vibration goes on increasing with the 
increase of spark force. Han [55] connected the spark force, which is a body force, 
with discharge frequency. Therefore, wire lag and corner error increases with 
discharge frequency. While the above researchers treated the spark force as a body 
force, Di [29] treated the spark force as repeating impulses and only applied to the 
wire at a local spot instead of the entire workpiece thickness. The spark force is an 
impulse whose amplitude is proportional to the discharge frequency. But the spark 
force is applied only to the middle of the wire, not considering about spark 
distribution and gap distance. Guo [56] incorporated gap distance into the 
determination of spark location. But his model is based on ideal string model without 
considering the rigidity of the wire, while it was proven by Mohri [20] that the beam 
model that includes the rigidity of the wire is more representative in describing the 
wire’s transient response to spark forces. While these models are useful for their own 
purpose, a more representative model for the entire WEDM process needs to treat 
wire vibration as a transient problem instead of static problem. And the spark forces 
need to be treated as impulses that are applied to the wire at different locations 
determined by gap distance and different times determined by power supply status. 
Rigidity of the wire electrode should also be taken into consideration for better 
representation. 
Aside from causing vibration and wire lag, frequent sparks also induce erosion on 
the wire tool that when serious enough can cause the wire to break. Arunachalam [53] 
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analyzed different types of wire breakage and found that the wire undergoes 
continuous impacts by sparks which can cause the wire to fail due to fatigue. Wire 
breakage can also be caused by reduced cross sectional area due to erosion on the 
wire by sparks. Furthermore, Han [57] conducted a thermal-mechanical analysis on 
the eroded wire and reported that the high temperature during sparking caused part of 
the wire material to lose load-bearing capability above recrystallization temperature. 
The part of material that is not heated to recrystallization temperature also possesses 
deteriorated tensile strength due to increased temperature. Based on the thermal 
model, Han developed an optimal tension control in accordance with the discharge 
energy inputted into the wire in order to prevent breakage. 
Besides wire lag in the cutting direction, the wire also vibrates in the lateral 
direction. For machining of very thin channel, lateral vibration needs to be limited in 
order to reduce kerf width. Tosun [6] investigated the optimization and the effect of 
machining parameters on the kerf width in WEDM operations using ANOVA 
method. Open circuit voltage and pulse duration were found to have high influence 
on kerf width. Di [29] analyzed the construction of kerf width in micro-WEDM. 
Under the assumption that the wire only vibrates in the lateral section, kerf width is 
calculated as sum of wire diameter, wire vibration amplitude and breakdown distance, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Vibration response of the wire electrode is studied 
assuming that the discharge force acting on the wire is proportional to the discharge 
frequency. Vibration amplitude is reported to be able to predict kerf width and to be 
used in kerf width control system in the future. 
 
Figure 2.5 Illustration of kerf width [29] 
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Efforts have been made towards measuring wire vibration on-line to deal with wire 
lagging problem. Kinoshita [58] developed a mechanical probe to measure wire 
vibration amplitude at a point outside the machining area by recording the physical 
contact between the wire and the probe. Dauw [30, 51] and Beltrami [27] designed an 
optical sensor to measure wire position at one point by measuring the amount of light 
received with triangular lens from the LED lights on the other side. On-line 
compensation is made on wire motion control based on detected wire deflection, and 
improvement is obvious in Figure 2.3 (b) compared to (a). Tomura [26] used high 
speed camera to record wire displacement under various machining conditions to 
analyze the electromagnetic force on the wire electrode. However, it is very difficult 
to record wire vibration during micro WEDM process using those devices. In micro 
WEDM, very thin wire (diameter less than 100μm) is used and can hardly be detected 
by modern sensors. Besides, the fundamental frequency of the wire electrode can 
easily reach several KHz. And the discharge frequency of commercial WEDM 
machines commonly range from 500 Hz to 150 KHz. Both frequencies are too fast for 
most commercial high-speed cameras to capture. Even if wire vibration can be 
captured, only the area outside of machining region is physically measurable, while 
wire vibration in the area within the machining region is of most interest. Although 
one can estimate wire vibration inside the machining region from measured vibration 
outside the region, such estimation is not accurate enough and may not provide 
enough information due to the highly transient sparking process. Simulation of this 
physical phenomenon, however, can provide more information on wire vibration 
inside the machining region for further analysis. 
While on one hand, wire vibration needs to be limited to achieve higher geometric 
accuracy. On the other hand, the vibration can be utilized to assist in improving 
machining performance. Guo et al. [59, 60] studied the effect of vibration-assisted 
wire EDM. Forced vibration in the cutting direction was applied to the wire electrode 
using an ultrasonic vibration generator and a wire holder, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
It was shown that combining ultrasonic vibration and WEDM can increase cutting 
efficiency and improve surface roughness of the workpiece. Optimum relationship 
was found between the excited wire vibration amplitude and discharge energy to 
achieve highest cutting rate and best machined surface quality. Hoang [61] studied 
the influence of different vibration-assisted methods on the machining efficiency. The 
role of assisted vibration in improving the efficiency of WEDM was found to be 
increased circulation of dielectric fluid and flushing away of the melted material 
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debris. It was further found that when vibration is applied to the workpiece, the 
cutting rate is 1.5 times higher than when vibration is applied to the wire. 
 
Figure 2.6 Illustration of wire holder in ultrasonic-aided WEDM 
2.2 Discharge process 
It is widely recognized that EDM is a stochastic process. The stochastic nature of 
the process is attributed to such factors as fluctuations in voltage and current, 
decomposition and distribution of dielectric, random ionic migration, surface 
characteristics of electrodes, interactions between two successive discharges and 
presence of debris of particles. And some of above mentioned factors even vary 
markedly with time and region of the discharge. Despite the complexity of the 
process, studies and investigations have been conducted with endeavor to look into 
the very nature of this process. 
A single spark involves complex electrical and magnetic fields as well as heating 
and vaporization of the electrode material and dielectric fluid. As a result, different 
types of forces are active during a spark. Herrero [25] made an effort to analyze the 
scale and the influence of different forces on thin wires in the WEDM process. Spark 
and electrostatic force is found to be important in thin wires while the low current 
applied in the process seems to reduce the effect of electromagnetic force with respect 
to normal WEDM. The influence of dielectric flushing is reported to be negligible 
due to excessive pressure drop in the micro channel. Tomura [26] clarified the 
mechanism of how electromagnetic force applied to the wire electrode and developed 
a two-dimensional finite element method program to analyze the electromagnetic 
field taking into account electromagnetic induction. The value of the calculated 
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electromagnetic force is ten times larger than that calculated by Herrero, but is still 
small enough to be neglected. Mohri [20] carried out investigation on dynamic wire 
vibration mechanism. The wire response due to an impulsive force is measured with 
an optical displacement meter. The force acting on the wire electrode was estimated 
by solving the inverse problem of wire vibration due to a single discharge. It was also 
shown that in continuous discharge, the pressure generated by vaporization and 
explosion of working fluid is smaller than that of a single discharge. Dauw [51] 
investigated into the effect of wire deflection on the workpiece accuracy. It was found 
by measuring wire deviations during machining that magnitude of spark load was of 
the order of 9 N/m. However, the spark load was calculated by the spark force 
divided by 50 mm wire length. Therefore, the magnitude of the impulse is actually 
much higher considering that it is applied on extremely small length. In a study on 
corner error in rough wire EDM cutting, Han [55] presented a database between the 
energy per pulse and impulse of the reaction force per pulse. Similarly, in his model 
the discharge force was assumed to be uniform across the workpiece thickness. 
Tamura [38] attached a piezoelectric sensor to the workpiece to measure impulsive 
forces induced by sparks. The impulsive force was found, under peak current of 13 A 
and pulse duration of 60μs, to be around 15 N in the case of reversed polarity and 10 
N in the case of straight polarity. 
Besides the magnitude of the spark force, the location of sparks is also important. 
Okada [32] investigated into discharge location distribution with a high-speed 
observation system for fine WEDM process. A high-speed camera combined with 
microscope was used to take images of machining area during the process. Analyzed 
images allowed observation on discharge location. Effects of servo voltage, pulse 
interval time and wire running speed on spark distribution were studied. Han [33] 
adopted a method of searching for discharge locations into simulation of WEDM. The 
discharge point was determined in such a way that a small gap distance gave a higher 
probability of discharge.  
Depending on the power supply status and the influence of debris, sparks are 
constantly interrupted and affect material removal in different ways. Based on the 
voltage and current waveforms, different types of sparks can be identified with their 
specific patterns. Yan [34, 35, 62] developed a micro wire-EDM pulse discriminating 
and control system based on a transistor-controlled power supply with low energy 
discharge circuit and iso-frequency pulse control circuit for identification of gap 
states, more precise on-line quantitative pulse train analysis, machining condition 
monitoring and process control. According to the classification of discharge pulses, a 
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pulse interval control strategy was proposed to improve the abnormal machining 
condition. A predictive model for discriminating pulse trains and gap states was 
developed in similar efforts [36]. Liao [21] developed an on-line analysis system for 
investigating the causality of the ignition time delay in the WEDM process using 
cost-effective hardware. The system can be used as a diagnosis tool for examining the 
quality of electric discharges in the WEDM process. Yeo [37] developed a new pulse 
discriminating system for RC type pulse generator micro-EDM, which is able to 
classify discharge pulses into normal discharge, delayed discharge, arcing, and short 
circuit accurately. The system can be incorporated into the micro-EDM servo feed 
control system and used for online tool wear compensation. Han [63] developed a 
new transistor type iso-pulse generator and servo feed control in order to improve the 
machining characteristics of micro-EDM. Removal rate was found to be about 24 
times higher than that of the conventional RC pulse generator with a constant feed 
rate in both semi-finishing and finishing conditions. The aforementioned were either 
observed or measured in experimental study, which requires various types of devices 
and equipment. With a proper model of the WEDM process building on the earlier 
studies and investigations, it is envisaged that simulation will be able to show the 
above process characteristics and further insight into the process mechanism. 
2.3 Crater formation 
Craters are formed on the EDMed surface by the electrical discharges, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.7. After the plasma channel is formed, extensive heating starts melting the 
surface of the electrodes. The dielectric fluid is vaporized and forms a bubble around 
the plasma channel. When the bubble collapses under pressure of the surrounding 




Figure 2.7 Illustration of crater formation [64] 
The crater formation process occurs in a very short duration and involves various 
highly transient and random factors, any of which affects the generation of the crater. 
Numerous efforts have been made into understanding the complex and stochastic 
material removal process of EDM. Wong [39] investigated the mechanism of material 
removal with single RC-pulse discharges. Cavity volumes of craters under various 
discharge energy and gap distance levels were studied. The volume and size of the 
micro-craters are found to be more consistent at lower-energy discharges than at 
higher-energy discharges. Kojima [31] proposed a method to determine arc plasma 
diameter in EDM by measuring radial temperature distribution using an optical 
emission spectroscopy. The plasma stops expanding within 2 µs after dielectric 
breakdown, and thereafter, its diameter remains constant during the discharge. The 
arc plasma diameter was found to increase with increasing gap width. Han [40, 41] 
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experimentally investigated the influence of machining parameters on surface 
roughness and crater size. It was found that while surfaces machined by short pulse 
duration and long pulse duration have similar roughness values when pulse energies 
are almost the same, the surface morphologies are totally different. Tamura [38] 
studied the effect of discharge impulsive force characteristics and workpiece 
materials crater formation. It was found that crater shape is strongly dependent on the 
polarities under the same conditions in EDM. Many of the experimental studies 
included evidence [38, 39, 42, 43, 46, 64-66] that the shape of a typical crater is a 
concave bowl with a bulging ring around it. The measured crater profiles also showed 
that craters were not of symmetrical shape. However, these geometric features were 
largely ignored by researchers, especially in the area of theoretical modeling. 
Several models [41, 43-49] have been developed to describe the generation of 
craters and the amount of molten material via heat analysis. The material removal 
process during a single spark involves two phases: melting of material and ejection of 
molten material. Since the mechanism behind ejection of molten material after the 
spark diminishes has not been fully understood, most models [41, 43-46] relied on the 
melting isothermal to determine the shape of craters. As a result, these models all 
feature a bowl shaped crater. The bowl shape (or part of a sphere shape) has been 
adopted by researchers [42, 45, 66, 67] in numerical simulations to predict tool wear 
or machined surface. However, due to the lack of analysis of the material ejection, 
these thermal models often predict crater size and volume with large error. From 
available literature search, there have been two independent simulation studies on 
crater formation that considered both heating and material ejection. Yang [47] 
conducted a molecular dynamics simulation of crater forming process with relatively 
small discharge energy, taking into account the bubble expansion and collapse. 
Analysis of material removing mechanism concluded that vaporization and the 
bubble explosion of superheated metals were the major cause of material removal. It 
was also found that only 2~5% of the molten material was ejected. Tao [48] 
incorporated gas bubble compression and ejection of molten material into the 
numerical simulation of single discharge crater formation. Due to limitation of the 
simulation tool FLUENT, Tao only simulated the compression and collapsing of the 
gas bubble. The generation and expansion of the bubble was not included. But 
because material ejection mostly happens during bubble collapsing, the simulation 
has provided good prediction on the crater diameter. Both Tao and Yang’s simulation 
generated realistic crater morphology with a concave center surrounded by a built-up 
ring. The shape of crater is crucial to the modeling of the WEDM process because 
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crater is a most basic element in the material removing process. Correct 
representation of the crater shape benefits the accuracy of the entire process model. 
2.4 Summary 
This chapter presents a survey of relevant literature on WEDM process. This 
literature review reveals that further research has yet to be pursed in each of the three 
aspects of the process. Dynamic wire vibration behavior under the influence of 
multiple sparks needs further investigation. Besides, geometric features of craters 
deserve more research attention. Specifically, the three aspects have to be 
corroborated together in order to achieve better representation of the process 
characteristics. In the following three chapters, the author will propose a WEDM 
process model considering the interaction among the aforementioned three aspects, 
present geometric models of craters aided by experimental study, and a modified 





Chapter 3 Wire EDM Process Model 
3.1 Introduction 
WEDM is proven to be useful for cutting complex 3D shapes in materials as well as 
for machining electrode arrays that can be further used for batch machining. Although 
the machining performance of WEDM has received extensive study, most researchers 
focused on the effect of machining parameters and tool/workpiece material on 
machining performance. A detailed study on the vibration of the electrode wire tool 
during machining as well as the sparking process itself is necessary to provide further 
understanding and insight in the process to improve dimensional quality of machined 
products. 
Several researchers investigated the vibration of wire during the WEDM process 
[25-30]. Force components that influence the wire during the machining process were 
analyzed [25, 26]. It has been shown that the dominant force influencing the wire 
motion is the spark force. The spark force under different machining conditions is 
estimated by solving the inverse problem of wire response due to a single impulse 
[51, 55]. Dynamic vibration behavior of the wire needs to be further studied because 
it plays an important role in determining the precision and accuracy of the micro 
EDMed workpiece. Measuring devices such as position sensitive device, strain gauge 
and laser devices have their limits in the field of micro WEDM due to the small scale 
and fast movement of the wire electrode. In the absence of a real time measurement 
method, modeling and simulation become the first choice to study the process. A 
model of the micro WEDM process is presented that relates the wire vibration with 
finished workpiece profile. With it, the process is simulated and the finished 
workpiece profile is generated.  
This chapter presents a study of the sparking process of micro WEDM and its 
influence on the wire motion and the workpiece surface. A model is developed to 
describe the wire vibration under the influence of sparks and its influence on the 
material removal on the workpiece surface. The spark location is determined by the 
gap distance between the wire and the workpiece surface. The wire vibration is 
governed by a fourth-order partial differential equation, taking into account the 
flexural rigidity of the wire. Due to the micro size and fast movement of the wire 
electrode, it is difficult to measure wire behavior during machining. So a simulation 
program, considering certain stochastic characteristics of the process, is designed 
based on the above mentioned model on the interaction between sparks, the wire and 
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the workpiece, to study the wire vibration pattern during machining and to predict the 
surface profile of the finished workpiece.  
3.2 Modeling of wire vibration 
Wire vibration behavior in WEDM is very complicated in nature because the 
magnitudes, directions and locations of various forces acting along or upon the wire 
are not always constant due to the stochastic nature of spark occurrence. Moreover, 
the wire is constantly running through wire guides along the axial direction while 
experiencing lateral vibration. Other factors such as wire feed rate and action of 
retraction upon arcing render the nature of the vibration more complicated and make 
the modeling of the wire vibration a much more tedious work. Nevertheless, with 
suitable simplifying assumptions, a closely realistic model of the wire vibration can 
be obtained.  
3.2.1 Rigid string model 
During the WEDM process, the wire behaves like a metal string, straightened by 
two axial pulling forces and deformed laterally by a sum of forces from the discharge 
process. Major forces acting on the wire can be classified into three categories. The 
first is tension, pulling the wire from both sides in axial direction and keeping it 
straight. The second is dielectric flushing that comes from circulation of the dielectric 
fluid. The third category consists of forces of different kind from the sparking. 
To simplify the problem, the following assumptions are made: 
1) The wire material (e.g. strength, density) and geometric properties (e.g. 
diameter, circularity) are homogeneous along the cylinder-shaped wire. 
2) The wire is not moving in the axial direction (since the wire winding speed 
is very slow compared to the pulse frequency). 
3) The wire is not fed toward the workpiece since feed rate is much slower 
than vibrating speed. To account for the feeding motion, the workpiece is 
fed toward the wire instead. 
4) The axial tension remains constant between the wire guides (with small 
wire deflection). 
5) The disturbing forces acting per unit length of the wire perpendicular to the 
axial force, varies as a function of time and space. 
With above assumptions, the wire can then be mathematically modeled as a rigid 
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Figure 3.1 Force diagram of a string 
Figure 3.1 shows a string in motion. The string is subject to tension, external load 
and resistance force due to viscous damping and flexural rigidity. Let ds be an 
infinitesimal piece of string, ρ be density of the string, s be area of cross section of the 
string. If the horizontal component of tension in the string is a constant, then the 













                                              (3.1) 
If both angles are small, then the tensions on either side are equal and the net 
horizontal force is zero. 
In the vertical direction, the mass of this piece times its acceleration, a, will be 
equal to the net force on the piece:  
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For small displacement, ds ≈ dx  
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Divide both sides by dx and rearrange Equation 3.4 and get 
2 2
2 2
y y yT c s F
x t t
ρ∂ ∂ ∂− ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ =
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                       (3.5) 
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In this case, we use U to represent position in vertical direction, so the equation for 
wire motion becomes 
2 2
2 2
( , ) ( , ) ( , )d U x t d U x t dU x tT s c F
dx dt dt
ρ− ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ =                            (3.6) 
If the string is not perfectly flexible, flexural rigidity, i.e. the ability to resist 
bending, needs to be taken into consideration, and the electrode wire vibration in the 
cutting direction can be expressed as followed: 
2 4 2
2 4 2
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Boundary conditions:   (0, ) 0U t =  and ( , ) 0U L t =  
where T is the axial tension force, E is Young’s modulus of the wire material, I is the 
moment of inertia of the wire geometry, ρ is the density of the wire material, s is the 
cross section area of the wire, c is the specific damping coefficient in the fluid, F(x,t) 
is the external load due to sparks or excitation, and U(x,t) is the wire position at 
location x and time t.  
The term F(x,t) on the right side of Equation 3.7 is the external force due to the 
spark generated during machining. Terms on the left side, from left to right, are 
reaction forces caused by tension, wire stiffness, wire inertia and damping in the 
dielectric fluid. This fourth-order partial differential equation is solved numerically 
with finite difference method in the simulation. 
3.2.2 Ideal string model 
In cases of electrodes made of soft materials, the wire vibration model can be 
further simplified by assuming that the wire is perfectly flexible. Thus, the ideal 
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Boundary conditions:   (0, ) 0U t =  and ( , ) 0U L t =  
where T is the axial tension force, ρ is the density of the wire material, s is the cross 
section area of the wire, c is the specific damping coefficient in the fluid, F(x,t) is the 
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external load due to sparks or excitation, and U(x,t) is the wire position at location x 
and time t.  
The ideal string model is a 2nd-order hyperbolic partial differential equation, which 
can be solved using MATLAB Partial Differential Equation Toolbox. This MATLAB 
toolbox provides tools with standard PDE equations such as elliptic, parabolic and 
hyperbolic equations. However, in order to fit in the equation requirements of the 
toolbox, the above hyperbolic equation is modified to be solved in two separate steps. 
Step 1: transform the equation 
( , )xx tt tTU sU cU F x tρ− − =                                     (3.9) 
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After the transformation, the differential equation can be solved by the toolbox. 
Step 2: After y is computed by the toolbox, j tU ye ω=  is again used to calculate the 
real wire position U.  
However, due to the MATLAB toolbox’s limits on the forms of certain equation 
parameters, the external load on the wire cannot be customized locally. Thus, before 
MATLAB updates the toolbox and eliminate the above limits, it cannot be used to 
simulate wire vibration in WEDM processes realistically. A customized program is 
written to solve the partial differential equation. 
3.2.3 Forces induced on wire by sparking 
During the machining process, sparks occur along the wire direction at different 
locations, determined by both electrical conditions and gap distance between wire and 
workpiece surface. Each spark exerts a small local force on wire electrode in a short 
time period, pushing it into vibration. 
Wire-EDM is a non-contact machining technology. Machining force is relatively 
small compared to conventional contact machining technologies. However, in micro 
WEDM, the wire can become as thin as 30 micrometer in diameter, making it 
sensitive to even small forces. Since WEDM uses a thin and flexible wire as the tool 
electrode, the wire is subject to deformation due to reaction forces and several other 
forces. During the WEDM process, the wire behaves like a metal string, straightened 
by two axial pulling forces and deformed by a sum of forces from the discharge 
process. Major forces acting on the wire can be classified into three categories. The 
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first is tension, pulling the wire from both sides in axial direction and keeping it 
straight. The second is dielectric flushing that comes from circulation of the dielectric 
fluid. The third category is spark-induced forces that include: electrostatic force, 
electromagnetic force and spark force, in which electrostatic force and 
electromagnetic force are negligible compared to discharge force [25]. 
3.2.3.1 Electrostatic force 
Electrostatic force exists between electric charges and is essentially described by 
Coulomb’s law: the magnitude of the electrostatic force between two point electric 
charges is directly proportional to the product of the magnitudes of each charge and 
inversely proportional to the surface area of a sphere whose radius is equal to the 
distance between the charges. In the WEDM process, the electrostatic force acts 
during the ignition delay period of the spark cycle when voltage is applied but no 
spark occurs, due to the attraction between charges of opposite signs on the wire and 
the workpiece.  
Herrero et al. [25] calculated the magnitude and direction of the electrostatic force 
by differential integration. The electrostatic force is found to be especially dependent 
on the open gap voltage. Figure 3.2 shows the analysis of the forces for a ϕ0.03 mm 
wire in a straight slot cutting a 3.6 mm height WC part. 
 
Figure 3.2 Calculated electrostatic force per unit length for a ϕ0.03mm wire [25] 
The magnitude of the electrostatic force is reported [25] to increase with open gap 
voltage but is kept under around 0.1 N/m even for open gap voltage as high as 200 
volts. 
3.2.3.2 Electromagnetic force 
Electromagnetic force is caused by the creation of a magnetic field around the 
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direction of a moving charge. In the WEDM process, the electric current only appears 
during the discharge. When a discharge occurs, electric current flows between the 
wire and the workpiece through a narrow plasma channel. The electromagnetic force 
mainly depends on the current that flows through the wire during a discharge. The 
relationship between the force magnitude and discharge current is calculated [25] by 
the law of Biot-Savart, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 Calculated electromagnetic force per unit length for a ϕ0.03mm wire [25] 
It is reported [25] that magnitude of the electromagnetic force is small enough to be 
neglected when low discharge currents are used in the micro WEDM process. 
3.2.3.3 Dielectric flushing force  
Dielectric flushing force is generated by the flow of dielectric fluid. In typical 
micro WEDM process, dielectric fluid surrounds the erosion zone of both the 
workpiece and the wire. In many cases, nozzles that inject high pressure fluids from 
the top and bottom wire guides are not used. Although high pressure fluid helps in 
cooling the workpiece as well as flushing away of debris, it causes wire vibration and 
deflection. Herrero et al. [25] used the Darcy-Weisbach equation to calculate pressure 
drops in micro channels and reported the pressure drop is excessive for the flow to 
reach the center of thick workpieces. It is agreed by other researchers [38, 68] that the 
influence of the dielectric flushing force can be neglected and to assume that sparks 
occur in a dry plasma. 
3.2.3.4 Spark force 
The spark force on the wire electrode is considered as an impulse or a travelling 
pressure wave caused by the expansion and collapsing of plasma bubble. Sparks 
occur in random locations on the wire electrode at a very high rate during the WEDM 
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process. The major characteristics of interest of the spark force includes: magnitude, 
location of the force and the area where the force is applied to the wire. 
The magnitude of the spark force is mainly affected by machining conditions. Due 
to the fact that vaporization of dielectric fluid is the cause of the bubble expansion, 
magnitude of spark force is highly related to the discharge energy. The discharge 
energy per single pulse can be expressed as: 
0
( ) ( )k
t
Q u t i t dt= ∫                                                  (3.11) 
where Q is the discharge energy per pulse, tk is the discharge duration, u(t) is the gap 
voltage, and i(t) is the discharge current.  
For a transistor-type power supply circuit (e.g. designed by Han [63] to achieve 30-
80 ns pulse duration for micro EDM), since the discharge voltage stays almost 
constant during the discharge, the expression can be simplified as: 
a kQ u i t= ⋅ ⋅                                                      (3.12) 
where u is the discharge voltage, ia is the average discharge current, tk is the discharge 
duration. 
According to the equation, when the discharge duration tk is kept unchanged, the 
discharge energy will increase with an increase in discharge voltage and average 
discharge current, thus in turn the discharge force will be increased. 
For an RC-type power supply circuit, the discharge energy is equal to the energy 
stored in the capacitor. Assuming the capacitor is fully charged before the spark 
begins and is fully discharged after the spark ends, the discharge energy per single 
pulse is expressed as: 
21
2
Q CV=                                                          (3.13) 
where C is the capacitance of the capacitor in RC circuit and V is the charging 
voltage. 
However, the relationship between the spark force and discharge energy per pulse 
cannot be calculated directly due to random nature of the process. During the WEDM 
process, each pulse carries different amount of energy. With traditional RC-pulse 
circuit power supply, discharge energy varies depending on the electrical charge 
stored in the capacitor before dielectric breakdown. In some occasions, debris caught 
between the cathode and anode electrodes may initiate a dielectric breakdown before 
the capacitor is fully charged. In such cases, the discharge energy will be only an 
undetermined fraction of what is expected.  
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Efforts are made to estimate [20, 51, 55] and measure [38] spark force in machining 
process. An impulse force triggers the wire to vibrate. Experiments were conducted 
[20, 55] with different discharge energy. The wire vibration response, especially the 
largest wire deformation was measured. And by solving the inverse problem of wire 
response due to impulse force, the relationship of discharge per pulse and the 
impulsive force is estimated. Mohri et al. [20] has reported that under discharge 
energy level around 2000 μJ, measured wire displacement due to a single spark is 
around 10 μm. By solving the inverse problem of wire vibration due to single 
discharge, the spark force can be identified. Dauw et al. [51] has report the spark 
force to be of the order of 9 N/m. Considering the workpiece thickness in Dauw’s 
study is 50 mm, the spark force applied on the wire is of the order of 0.45 N. 
Although the exact machining conditions in Dauw’s study were not revealed, the 
author reported that rough machining conditions were used and that a geometric error 
of 50 µm on workpiece due to wire lag was observed. Both Mohri and Dauw’s 
studies are based on WEDM process. The discharge energy level they adopted covers 
a wide range, including both micro EDM and conventional EDM. Therefore, in order 
to achieve representative simulation results, the relationship between discharge 
energy per pulse and impulsive force needs to be established. 
3.2.4 Effects of machining conditions on wire vibration 
3.2.4.1 Wire Tension 
Wire tension is usually open-loop controlled at some set value on most commercial 
machines. Wire tension influences wire vibration magnitude. Larger tension is 
usually preferred because it limits wire electrode vibration and thus reducing drum 
shape effect. But large tension increases the possibility of wire break, which greatly 
reduces machining rate and requires human intervention. 





=                                                  (3.14) 
where L is the wire span, T is the tension in the string and ρline is the linear density of 
the string. 
3.2.4.2 Wire geometry and material 
It is clearly shown in Equation 3.14 that the fundamental frequency of the wire 
electrode increases with increasing tension. Thin wires used in micro WEDM are 
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extremely flexible. Longer and thinner cross section lowers the fundamental 
frequency of vibration, but increases vibration magnitude. 
Wires made of different materials respond to external load differently. Tungsten 
wire has higher density than brass wire and has larger inertia resistance to external 
load. Tungsten wire also has higher flexural strength than brass wire and is more 
resistant to bending. Both properties make tungsten wire to vibrate with smaller 
amplitude than brass wire. 
3.2.4.3 Workpiece height 
If the overall discharge force is considered as a body force (distributed over the 
entire machining region, as illustrated as q(z,t) in Figure 3.4 (a)) that applies to the 
wire on the entire erosion area, the workpiece height becomes important to the wire 
vibration magnitude. The analytical solution of such model [52] shows that wire 
vibration magnitude increases with workpiece height, as shown in Figure 3.4 (b). 
 
a)                                                                            b)      
Figure 3.4 Body force and its relationship with workpiece height [52] 
3.2.4.4 Discharge Energy per Pulse 
Either a transistor-type or RC-type power supply is used in WEDM, and the amount 
of energy released within a short period of time has major influence on the spark 
force. Larger discharge energy increases the spark force, which in turn increases the 
vibration amplitude of the wire.  
3.2.4.5 Damping in Fluid 
The dielectric fluid surrounding the wire is another major force of curbing the 
vibration of the wire electrode besides wire tension. The presence of dielectric fluids 
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(e.g. deionized water, kerosene, silicon oil) effectively reduces the amplitude of wire 
vibration by viscous resistance proportional to the wire velocity. 
3.2.4.6 Debris 
Debris in the dielectric fluid affects wire vibration mainly by its effect on the 
sparks.  
In cases when debris causes a short circuit between the wire and the workpiece, the 
short circuit is detected by the machine. Short circuit tends to break the wire electrode 
and slow down the machining process. To avoid unwanted short circuits, commercial 
machines are programmed to automatically cut off power supply and retract the wire 
once a short circuit is detected. The relatively long time to retract the wire essentially 
disrupts sparking and subjects the wire to fluid damping only. Therefore, wire 
vibration is disrupted and reduced by short circuits.  
Smaller debris in the dielectric fluid increases local conductivity and weakens the 
breakdown strength. In a transistor-type power supply circuit, if this happens in the 
middle of voltage on time, the actual discharge time will be shorter than the preset 
period. In an RC-type power supply circuit, if this happens before the capacitor is 
fully charged the capacitor will start discharging prematurely. In both cases, less 
energy will be produced in such sparks and therefore a smaller spark force is 
generated. 
3.3 Spark location  
Sparks occur at high frequency on random spots on the wire electrode and 
workpiece during WEDM process. In theory, a spark is a short electric current 
flowing through a plasma channel between the wire electrode and the workpiece. So a 
spark occurs on the spot where it is easiest to form the current. In the case of WEDM 
with dielectric fluid, a spark occurs on the spot where breakdown strength is the 
weakest. Since material properties of the wire electrode, the workpiece and the 
dielectric fluid can be assumed to be homogenous, the dominating factor that affects 
the breakdown strength is the gap distance between the wire electrode and the 
workpiece. Therefore, the spark location is determined to be the spot where the wire 
is nearest to the workpiece (minimum gap distance) as shown in Figure 3.5. For a 
spark to occur, the minimum gap distance must lie within a certain threshold so that 




Figure 3.5 Spark location determined by gap distance 
However, it is not possible to determine this nearest point with 100% certainty due 
to random nature of the process. The occurrence of debris will shorten the actual gap 
distance between the wire electrode and the workpiece. Bubbles in the dielectric fluid 
can affect the effective permittivity in the local area, thus affecting the dielectric 
breakdown strength.  
3.4 Crater formation 
The EDM process is essentially an accumulation of high-frequency discharges. In 
the local area around each spark spot, a fraction of material is removed from the 
workpiece surface and a crater is formed. 
  
Figure 3.6 Illustration of spherical crater shape 
The shape of the crater can be simplified to be a part of a sphere. Thus the cross-
sectional profile of a crater is an arc of circle, as shown in Figure 3.6. More detailed 
studies on the shape of craters will be explained in Chapter 5. The simulation in this 
preliminary study adopts the sphere-shaped crater form as in Figure 3.6. 
The width and depth of the crater depend on the discharge energy per pulse. The 
relationship between crater size and pulse energy is adopted from measured crater 
profiles [38, 39, 41, 69] and data derived from thermo-analysis [41]. 
3.5 Simulation results and discussion 
3.5.1 Simulation setup 
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An illustration of WEDM setup and cutting path is shown in Figure 3.7.  
 
Figure 3.7 Wire EDM setup used in the simulation 
3.5.1.1 Machine and cutting contour setup 
The wire electrode is held by the upper and lower guides, while driven by the wire 
control system through two wire guides. The workpiece is kept in the horizontal 
position while the wire is held in vertical position. The workpiece is located at the 
mid-position between the upper and lower wire guides. In the machining process, the 
workpiece is fed toward the wire electrode and discharges occur between the wire 
electrode and the workpiece. A straight path is made to cut a slot into the workpiece 
as shown in Figure 3.7. Wire vibration in the cutting direction and the workpiece 
surface profile is simulated. The vibration of the wire in the direction perpendicular to 
feeding direction is not taken into account in the simulation because the symmetrical 
condition in the lateral direction causes the vibration in that direction to be weaker 
than in the cut direction [30].  
The relative locations of the wire tool and the workpiece as well as the two sets of 
coordinate references used in the simulation are illustrated in Figure 3.8.  
 
Figure 3.8 Coordinate references used in the simulation 
The workpiece is placed above the wire tool and is fed downward at a constant rate 
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during machining. The wire tool reference frame (XtYt) is fixed at the left end of the 
wire. The workpiece reference frame (XwYw) is fixed at the left edge of the machined 
workpiece. Simulation results concerning the wire tool and the workpiece are 
presented under corresponding reference frames. 
3.5.1.2 Spark force 
The multiple discharge process can be considered as a combination of distinct 
single discharges. The wire electrode is modeled as a uniformly massed string fixed 
on both ends. During each individual discharge certain spark force applies to the wire 
in the local discharge area, pushing the wire away from workpiece. This spark force 
is highly related to discharge pulse waveform. 
Figure 3.9 illustrates the timing chart of pulse trains of a typical WEDM process 
with transistor-type power supply. When the gap voltage is turned on, there is a small 
ignition delay before the gap current starts to rise. Spark occurs in the discharge 
duration, after which gap voltage is turned off and gap current decays to zero. After a 
certain period of discharge interval, allowing the debris to be flushed away, the next 
discharge cycle begins with gap voltage turning on. 
 
Figure 3.9 Typical pulse trains in micro wire EDM process 
In the case of micro WEDM, the pulse duration is short compared to discharge 
interval. And the ignition delay time is negligible. Therefore, the duration and the 
interval of discharge are approximately equal to voltage on time and off time. For 
RC-type power supply circuits, spark frequency changes with charging time and 
discharge energy per pulse (thus spark force) is not constant. Depending on gap 
distance between the wire electrode and the workpiece as well as influence of debris, 
the capacitor may discharge prematurely with less energy. In this stage of simulation, 
the power supply is assumed to be iso-energy pulse generator with iso-frequency 
pulse control. Thus, the waveform of the spark force is simplified as a square wave. 
The spark force is considered constant during voltage on time and disappears during 
voltage off time. 
3.5.1.3 Feed rate 
Different feed rates from 2 mm/min to 20 mm/min are simulated. In most cases, the 
wire is fed through the workpiece during cutting. However, in the simulation, the 
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wire electrode is kept still while the workpiece is fed toward the wire at a constant 
feed rate. This is to avoid complicating the solving process of the partial differential 
equation with varying boundary conditions. Considering the fact that feeding is a 
rather slow motion, the above assumption is realistic. 
3.5.1.4 Crater size 
The shape and size of the crater depends especially on discharge energy per pulse. 
The shape of the crater is assumed to be a part of a sphere as explained in section 3.3. 
Thus the cross-sectional profile of a crater is an arc of circle, as shown in Figure 3.6. 
The crater depth and width is mainly determined by the pulse energy. The 
relationship between crater size and pulse energy is adopted from empirical formulas 
[69] or measured crater profiles [38-40] or data derived from thermo-analysis [41]. 
Once the depth and width of the crater is determined, the cross-sectional profile is 
decided. 
3.5.2 Numerical method 
With the assumptions adopted in section 3.2.1, the wire electrode is modeled as a 
vibrating string. The equation of wire motion in the cutting direction is then derived 
from Newton’s second law of motion as in Equation 3.7. Closed-form analytical 
solution of this 4th-order partial differential equation with localized and time-variant 
external load is unrealistic. Numerical method, however, is an effective means of 
solving the problem. 
The finite difference approach is used to represent the differential equation as a 
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2-level scheme is used to represent second order space derivative term: 
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And the fourth order space derivative term is represented as: 
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The only term of time step n+1 is 1nju
+ , which means this explicit method can 
calculate the quantities of time step n+1 with only quantities of time step n and n-1. 
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In the simulation, wire electrode profile in the next time step is iteratively 
calculated using Equation 3.20, with wire profile information of last and current time 
step. 
When calculating wire profile near the two boundaries, position information of 
points outside the defined grid is needed but not defined. These outsides points are 
then extrapolated as zero position at all time, because the upper and lower guides are 
physically keeping the wire electrode still on the boundaries. 
The program adopting the above finite difference method is written in MATLAB to 
solve the wire vibration problem numerically. By simulating simple cases that have 
mathematical closed-form solutions and then comparing the simulation results with 
these closed-form solutions, the simulation method is validated.  
3.5.3 Flow chart of simulation program 




Figure 3.10 Flow chart of simulation program 
Before the simulation starts, two sets of parameters need to be specified in order to 
determine all the inputs to the simulation accordingly: 
• Machining condition and setup parameters: 
Set simulation parameters 
Define time & space grids 
Initialize wire and workpiece position 
Start pulse trains 
Voltage on? 
Next time step 
Find minimum gap distance 
Gap  <  Threshold? 
Determine spark location 
Calculate new wire position 
Remove from workpiece 
End of machining? 













a) Wire parameters: wire length, wire diameter, wire material (density, 
tensile strength, elastic modulus, etc.), tension applied on wire, initial 
conditions; 
b) Workpiece parameters: workpiece height, workpiece material; 
c) Discharge parameters: discharge gap threshold, discharge frequency, 
discharge duration, spark force magnitude, crater depth and width; 
• Simulation related parameters: time step size, space grid size along wire span, 
target machining time period, data recording choices and a few functional 
switches. 
The machining parameters used in this simulation are listed in Table 3.1. The value 
used for the parameters are compared with commonly used value in micro EDM 
studies in Appendix A. 
Table 3.1 List of machining parameters used in the simulation 
Parameter (unit) Value 
wire electrode length (mm) 60 
wire electrode diameter (µm) 250 
wire tension (N) 4 - 10 
damping coefficient for wire in dielectric fluid (N·s/m2) 250 
workpiece thickness (mm) 40 
discharge gap threshold (µm) 10 
discharge frequency (Hz) 10000 
pulse on time (µs) 25 
total spark force magnitude (N) 0.02 
feed rate (mm/min) 20 
radius of crater (µm) 50 
depth of crater (µm) 5 
 
After the initial position of the wire electrode and the workpiece is determined, the 
simulation process starts and the pulse trains begin to occur. The computation 
proceeds through tiny steps of time. In each step, the program first checks whether a 
spark occurs. For a spark to occur between the wire electrode and the workpiece, two 
conditions have to be fulfilled: 
1. Gap voltage is turned on; 
2. The actual gap distance between the wire electrode and the workpiece 





Figure 3.11 Threshold gap distance between wire electrode and workpiece 
Assuming voltage difference is uniform between the wire and workpiece and that 
the dielectric medium is homogeneous in property, the wire has to be close enough 
(illustrated in the figure as the blue part of the wire) to the workpiece surface in order 
for dielectric breakdown to occur. 
If either of the two conditions is not met, spark does not occur. The wire electrode 
is in free vibration, subject only to its earlier states (position, velocity) with viscous 
damping. Workpiece surface is kept unchanged from the previous moment, because 
no erosion took place. 
If both conditions for spark are met, the effect of the spark is taken into 
consideration when calculating new wire position and workpiece surface. The wire 
electrode is then subject to an impulsive force of specified magnitude acting locally 
on the wire. The workpiece is eroded gradually during the voltage on time. In each 
time step, a fraction of a whole crater is removed from the workpiece until gap 
voltage is turned off at the end of discharge duration.  
Once the conditions of spark occurrence are fulfilled, the location of the spark is 
determined by the relative position between the wire and the workpiece surface. The 
spark will most possibly occur at the point where distance between wire and 
workpiece is the shortest at the moment. This point is depicted as the nearest point in 
Figure 3.5. If the same shortest gap distance is found on multiple position grids along 
the wire length, one of these spots is chosen by random selection to be the spark 
location. In the simulation, the gap between the wire electrode and the workpiece is 
calculated only at the same position grid along wire length. Gap distance on different 
position grid is not taken into account because it violates the assumption that spark 
force acts perpendicular to the wire. 
Two strategies are used for modeling sparking phenomenon within a voltage cycle. 
The one-pulse method, as illustrated in Figure 3.10, assumes that a spark does not 
switch location until the gap distance at that location surpasses the break-off 
threshold due to the wire moving away from the workpiece. This means in most cases 
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the spark remains at the same spot throughout the voltage on period. The split-pulse 
method suggests that a spark does not remain at the same location but tends to shift to 
the nearest point. In such case, a single discharge spark is split into several smaller 
sparks and happens at various locations. The one-pulse method is adopted in this 
stage of the simulation. 
At the end of discharge duration, crater formation is complete and the spark 
disappears. No material removal or spark force is generated in the discharge interval 
until the gap voltage rises again at the beginning of the next discharge cycle. After the 
next cycle begins, the new gap distance and spark location are calculated (if spark 
conditions are met) and start removing material from the workpiece and pushing 
away the wire electrode. The cycle is repeated until the target simulation time is 
reached. 
3.5.4 Workpiece profile after machining 
The program simulates not only wire vibration, but also the entire machining 
process. For each discharge that happens, both the wire and workpiece respond to it. 
Wire vibration is disturbed and affected by each discharge, depending on magnitude, 
location, width, duration of the discharge force. After each discharge, a crater of 
certain size appears on the workpiece surface where discharge happened. Wire 
vibration tracking data and machined workpiece surface can be achieved from the 
simulation. 
The simulated profile of a 40mm thick workpiece is presented in Figure 3.12. The 
x-axis represents the position along the workpiece thickness. The y-axis, representing 
the cutting direction, is exaggerated in order to distinguish the profile error. The blue 
surface is the raw surface simulated. To highlight the geometric profile error, the 
simulated surface is filtered to eliminate the high frequency part caused by roughness. 




Figure 3.12 Simulated workpiece profile 
A convex shape of the workpiece surface is observed, which agrees with other 
researchers’ findings stated in the literature review [27, 28, 51, 54]. The simulation 
setup is chosen to be close to that of Han [70]: a 40 mm thick workpiece cut by a 60 
mm long wire with feed rate of 20 mm/min. The simulated workpiece profile error, 
measured by the distance from the lowest point on the profile to the level of the two 
edges, is around 7 μm, which is close to Han’s result: 7 μm measured from Figure 2.4 
in literature review. The simulated profile error is caused by wire deformation due to 
sparks. Each spark generates a force pushing the wire away from the workpiece. 
Since the workpiece surface tends to copy the shape of the bent wire electrode, the 
overall convex shape is formed. 
The evolution of workpiece profile error over time is illustrated in Figure 3.13.  
 
Figure 3.13 Evolution of workpiece profile error over time 
Machining starts at T=0 second with a flat workpiece surface (profile error is zero). 
It is indicated that the profile error quickly rises to 7.5 μm within 0.2 second and then 
fluctuates around within ±1 μm range for the rest of the time. 
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3.5.5 Wire vibration  
The vibration of the wire electrode during the simulated machining process is 
captured in a 10-second window and shown in Figure 3.14. The graph shows uneven 
vibration amplitude in directions toward (positive value) and away from (negative 
value) the workpiece. The vibration amplitude is around 7~17 μm in the negative 
direction and within 5 μm in the positive direction. It is also found that the wire 
electrode spends more time below the equilibrium position than above it. The reason 
for this is the effect of spark force. Since the spark force is generated by bubble 
expansion, the direction of the spark force is toward the wire, pushing the wire away 
from the workpiece. As a result, the vibration amplitude is larger in this direction 
resulting in the wire spending more time below the equilibrium position (away from 
the workpiece). Furthermore, the fundamental vibration mode is not observed 
because the spark force acts like pulses that only apply to a small local area on the 
wire electrode. 
 
Figure 3.14 Simulated wire electrode vibration 
As stated earlier, wire vibration is essential to the WEDM process and as a result to 
the machined workpiece profile. The amount of tension force applied on the wire 
electrode affects the wire’s ability to resist bending. The simulated wire vibration 








Figure 3.15 Simulated (a) wire vibration amplitude and (b) workpiece profile error 
In Figure 3.15 (a), the wire vibration amplitudes in both directions are shown in the 
same bar. The positive value in blue color represents the amplitude of wire vibration 
toward the workpiece. The negative value in red color represents the amplitude of 
wire vibration away from the workpiece. Similar to what is observed in Figure 3.14, 
the vibration amplitude is larger in the negative direction than in the positive 
direction. With increase of wire tension, the amplitude of wire vibration away from 
the workpiece decreases and the amplitude of wire vibration toward the workpiece 
increases. This is because larger tension increases the wire’s resistance to bend. 
Therefore, increased tension brings the wire toward a balanced vibration pattern 
where vibration amplitude is equal in both directions. 
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Figure 3.15 (b) shows that workpiece profile error decreases with increased wire 
tension, which corresponds with reduced difference in the amplitude of wire vibration 
in two directions. The above results support the argument that the convex shape of 
workpiece profile is caused by uneven wire vibration due to the push from numerous 
sparks generated in the EDM process. 
3.5.6 Spark distribution 
Two types of spark distribution are recorded during the simulation process: 
absolute spark distribution and relative spark distribution. Due to the limitation of 
computer memory, a simulation setup of smaller scale is run to record spark 
distribution. In this setup, a 10 mm thick workpiece is cut by a 30 mm long wire with 
a feed rate of 2 mm/min. 
The absolute spark distribution in Figure 3.16 represents the number of sparks that 
occur at different locations across the workpiece thickness. It is observed that more 
sparks occur around the two workpiece edges than at the center of the workpiece, 
which means more materials are removed from the edges. The concave shape of the 
spark distribution corresponds well with the convex shape of machined workpiece 
profile. Such good correlation qualifies the spark distribution as a potentially useful 
control variable for improving workpiece geometric error.  
 
Figure 3.16 Absolute spark distribution on wire 
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The relative spark location in Figure 3.17 represents the distance between two 
consecutive sparks, which shows how far away the next spark occurs from the current 
spark. A negative value indicates that the next spark occurs at the left side of current 
spark. A positive value indicates that the next spark occurs at the right side of current 
spark.
 
Figure 3.17 Relative spark distribution on wire 
Symmetry of the distribution is somewhat not unexpected, since the wire and 
workpiece placement is set to be symmetric. The two peaks in the distribution 
indicate that most sparks occur around 4 mm away from the previous spark. This can 
be explained by the wave propagation on the wire. Assume that a spark occurs in the 
current discharge cycle at location A, where a wave peak (closest to workpiece) is 
located accordingly on the wire. By the time the next spark occurs, the wave peak on 
wire will have travelled a certain distance. Considering that the short pulse-off time 
does not allow much wire shape change, it is likely that the next spark will occur 
around the same wave peak.  
The travelling wave on the wire and the new spark location are illustrated in Figure 
3.18. The solid blue line at the bottom represents the wire position at the moment 
when the first spark occurs. The dashed red line represent the wire position at the 
moment when the second spark occurs, which is exactly a voltage cycle period later. 
Since discharge location is determined by gap distance, it is probable that sparks 
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occur on the wave peak of the wire. The wave peak in the first instant is shown in the 
figure as ‘nearest point’, where a spark occurs. A voltage cycle period of time later 
when the second spark starts, the wave peak has travelled a certain distance toward 
the left side to the ‘new nearest point’. Therefore, it is very likely that the second 
spark will occur at the shifted wave peak.  
 
Figure 3.18 Workpiece and wire position in two instants 
To prove this argument, the above travelled distance is compared with the peaks in 
the relative spark distribution.  
The distance travelled by a wave on the wire between two sparks is expressed in 
Equation 3.21. 
( ) ( )on off on off
Tl v t t t t
sρ
= + = +                                     (3.21) 
where v is wave propagation speed on the wire, T is wire tension, ρ is wire density, s 
is wire cross-sectional area, ton and toff are spark duration and off time.  
According to Equation 3.21, the larger tension is applied, the faster the wave 
travels. Simulations have been run with various wire tension values and the relative 
spark distributions are recorded accordingly. The peak values of the recorded 
distributions are plotted in Figure 3.19 against the travelled distance calculated from 
Equation 3.21. The blue line represents the distance travelled by a wave on the wire. 
The red + signs and green triangles represent the two peak values in the relative spark 






Figure 3.19 Wave travelled distance vs. relative spark distribution peak 
Results show a good fit between the peak values in the relative spark distribution 
and the wave travelled distance. A tendency is observed that the simulated relative 
spark location falls lower than theoretical distance with increasing tension. This is 
due to the fact that workpiece thickness is 10 mm. With higher tension, the wave 
travels further in the same period of time. And the wave is more likely to have 
travelled beyond the workpiece thickness range, where no discharge occurs. With 
those out-of-range instants not accounted in, the peaks in the distribution tend to shift 
toward the center, thus lowering the peak values in the figure. In cases of high wire 
tension or low discharge frequency or thin workpiece, the travelled distance could be 
much longer than the workpiece thickness. As a result, the peaks in Figure 3.17 will 
not be observed. Nevertheless, the strong correlation between the travelled distance 
and the relative spark distribution corroborates with the above argument.  
Information on the relative spark location is hardly accessible during machining. 
The simulation provides certain insight into how the sparks are located both spatially 
and temporally.  
3.5.7 Average wire position 
Although wire vibration during machining is a dynamic process, the average wire 
profile gives another perspective on the degree of overall wire bending. The average 
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wire profiles with wire tension from 4 N ~ 10 N are plotted in Figure 3.20. 
 
Figure 3.20 Average wire deformation during the entire simulated process 
It is observed that the average wire profile is comparatively smooth despite the fact 
that individual sparks does not simply cause vibration in fundamental mode but local 
deflection (see Figure 3.18). It is probable that taking the average value filters out the 
‘noise’ caused by individual sparks, leaving the fundamental mode dominant. 
With higher tension, wire deformation is found to decrease because the wire is less 
susceptible to bending. The amount of wire deformation is about 6.2 µm when 8 N of 
tension is applied, which is close to the workpiece profile error observed in Figure 
3.12. 
3.5.8 In-process screenshots 
Insight observation of the dynamic process improves understanding of the process 
itself. While real time measurement of the vibration of the thin wire as well as high 
frequency sparks during the micro WEDM process will not be simple or feasible to 
set up, the simulation can provide some detailed in-process information for further 
study. 
A large amount of data is processed in each time step due to the micro-scale grid 
used in the simulation. Recording the entire data of every time step costs much 
memory and storage space and significantly lowers computation time. However, it is 
feasible to record the profiles of both wire electrode and the workpiece at certain 
moments of interest. The recorded information can produce screenshots of the 
machining process, allowing a peek into in-process conditions. One of such 




Figure 3.21 Screenshot of both wire and workpiece in a moment during the process 
By browsing through these moments, one can estimate wire electrode vibration 
amplitude, check if feed rate is fast enough for current material removal rate and 
observe trends between wire electrode and workpiece. The wire vibration amplitude 
and the evolution of workpiece profile error can be calculated using the above 
information. More on recorded in-process information, such as workpiece profile 
error evolution is discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the micro WEDM process is modeled and simulated. The model 
includes three major aspects: wire vibration, spark location and material removal. The 
wire is modeled as a string immersed in dielectric fluid, vibrating under the influence 
of individual sparks. The location of each spark is determined by the combined 
information of gap distance and electric waveform. Each spark gradually removes a 
small volume of material from the workpiece, leaving a crater on the machined 
surface. Solving the wire vibration numerically, the simulation predicts wire vibration 
pattern and machined workpiece surface. The influence of machining condition (e.g. 
damping coefficient) on the geometric error of machined workpiece surface is 
observed. The wire electrode is found to vibrate with uneven amplitude toward and 
away from the workpiece due to the direction of the spark force. Both absolute and 
relative discharge locations are recorded and analyzed. A strong correlation between 
absolute discharge distribution and machined workpiece surface profile is found. 
Relative discharge location distribution is found to have a correlation with wave 
propagation speed on the wire. The convex workpiece profile similar to reported 
results in literatures is observed. It is concluded that the workpiece profile is 
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significantly affected by wire vibration. In-process screenshots and conditions such as 
wire vibration on certain points can be recorded by the simulation and analyzed for 
further understanding of the process. The interaction found among spark distribution, 
wire vibration and machined workpiece surface profile can be utilized in further effort 





Chapter 4  Geometric Models of Craters 
4.1 Introduction 
In the EDM process material removal is achieved by the cumulated effect of 
overlapping craters that are formed by high-frequency sparks. Each spark removes a 
small volume of molten material to form a crater on the workpiece surface. As a basic 
element of the material removal process, the shape of the crater has significant 
influence on the characteristics of the machined surface. Hence, there is a need to 
have representative model of the crater’s geometry for simulation study to better 
understand and predict the influence of the process on the surface features. 
The general shape of the crater is typically assumed to be a part of a sphere, which 
is backed up by heat analysis models reviewed in Chapter 2. The problem is that 
these models rely on assumption of isothermal melting to determine the amount of 
material removed and hence the crater shape. However, heating is only one part of the 
material removal mechanism that forms a crater. The sparking process occurs in a 
very short duration and involves various highly transient and random factors, any of 
which affects the generation of the crater. Notably, it is mainly the collapsing of the 
gas bubble that causes the molten material to be expelled out and forms the crater. 
Furthermore, only a small part of molten material is removed from the surface while 
the rest cools down and re-solidifies. As a result, isothermal melting cannot 
accurately determine the shape of craters because it does not include the bubble 
collapsing phenomenon.  
Tao’s numerical simulation [48] takes into account both the heating part and the 
bubble collapsing of the process. The simulation and Yang’s [47] molecular 
dynamics simulation both generated realistic crater morphology with a concave 
center surrounded by a built-up ring, as shown in Figure 4.1. There are many 
experimental evidences [38, 39, 42, 43, 46, 64-66] that agree with his simulation 
result and suggest that the shape of a typical crater is not simply a bowl, but a 





Figure 4.1 Illustrations of built-up ring around crater [47, 48] 
Nevertheless, all the reviewed models assume that the heating conditions and gas 
bubble geometry during the crater forming process are uniform around the vertical 
axis at the center of the crater. As a result, the three dimensional shape of the crater 
formed is also uniform about the same axis, as if the two dimensional profile is 
rotated around the vertical axis. However, high speed photographs [64] of the crater 
forming process shows that the gas bubble is not symmetrical about the vertical axis, 
especially when the gas bubble collapses. Asymmetrical gas bubble affects the 
direction of impact on molten materials during the spark, as well as the behavior of 
molten material ejection after the spark diminishes. As a matter of fact, there are 
much experimental evidence [38, 39, 41, 48] that many craters do not feature a 
uniform shape as in Figure 4.2 (a). Instead, the cross-section profile is higher on one 





Figure 4.2 Profile of (a) uniform crater and (b) non-uniform crater 
In this chapter, experiments were conducted to study three-dimensional (3D) 
geometrical features of craters generated in the EDM process. Based on the data 
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collected in the experiments, a uniform model and a more realistic non-uniform 
model of crater geometry were proposed that take into account the bulging part and 
the asymmetrical shape in craters. The uniform model describes craters with a 
bulging ring, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a). The non-uniform model consists of a 
uniform basis and additional non-uniform contributors, describing a shape similar to 
Figure 4.2 (b). Both models are presented as general functions with coefficients 
adjustable according to different crater shapes. Coefficients in the models are derived 
by least-square fitting the general functions to the 3D profiles of actual craters 
generated in experiments. Single discharge craters are generated and surface profiles 
are scanned to provide data sets for the fitting. Goodness of fit of the non-uniform 
model is compared with the uniform model. Predicted volumes of both the bulging 
part and concave part are consistent with actual volumes of craters. Furthermore, the 
overlapping of multiple craters is constructed using the non-uniform model and 
orientation information. 
4.2 Experimental study on craters 
In this section, the experimental study on the size and shape of craters is presented. 
The craters were generated under different machining conditions. The radii of craters 
are measured under the microscope. The 3-D profiles of craters were measured using 
an optical scanner. 
4.2.1 Experiment setup 
Craters were generated on a mild steel workpiece surface with controlled 
machining conditions during EDM experiments in order to study the shape of 
individual craters. The workpiece was ground into a flat surface and then polished to 
achieve near-mirror surface so that single discharge craters from the EDM process 
can be distinguished from the un-machined surface. Such precaution also makes sure 
the resultant profiles of craters are not compromised by irregular patterns on the 
surface before machining.  
The common setup of micro EDM hole drilling procedure was adopted in the 
experiments. The workpiece was held fixed in the horizontal position with the 
polished surface facing upward. A cylindrical tool electrode was placed perpendicular 
to the workpiece surface. The gap between the workpiece surface and the tool 
electrode was covered with dielectric fluid. RC-type power supply was used in the 
experiments. The micro EDM machine used to conduct the experiments were a 
prototype developed by the department of Mechanical Engineering in NUS. The 
micro EDM machining conditions used are shown in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1 Machining conditions in the EDM process 
Tool material Workpiece material Tool diameter Dielectric Flushing 
tungsten mild steel 500 μm EDM oil not applied 
Voltage Capacitor Resistor Polarity Z-axis step size 
60 – 120 V 1000 – 6800 pF 1000 Ω reversed 0.1 μm 
 
The procedure began by slowly feeding the tool electrode toward the workpiece and 
ended after multiple sparks were observed. The amount of craters generated on the 
workpiece surface after the procedure ranged from several hundreds to thousands. A 
majority of the craters overlapped on each other in a circular area while many single 
craters were scattered around the circle, as shown in Figure 4.3. Since the craters 
within the circular area were all merged into an indistinguishable surface, only the 
craters scattered around were the subject of the study. 
 
Figure 4.3 Microscopic image of crater clusters 
Two methods are usually adopted to generate craters of interest. The single 
discharge method uses a single-discharge circuit [39] to produce only a single spark 
in each run. The multiple discharge method allows discharges to happen freely for a 
certain period of time, yielding a large amount of craters in each run. During the 
procedure, the multiple discharge method was chosen over the single discharge 
method to generate the craters for the following three reasons: 
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1. The multiple discharge method produces large amount of craters in one single 
operation and within a split second. The short time period and undisrupted 
process ensures the craters are generated under consistent conditions. The 
single discharge method, on the other hand, requires stopping the process and 
moving the electrode after every spark. Frequent interruptions of the 
machining process and much longer operation time make it difficult to keep all 
the machining conditions identical for all craters. 
2. The multiple discharge method, being the case in real machining jobs, keeps 
the transient and random process conditions close to real machining 
circumstances. The single discharge method, however, resets machining 
conditions before each spark. Thus, craters generated using this method is less 
sensitive to effects of consecutive sparks, disturbance in dielectric by previous 
discharges, debris in dielectric, etc.  
3. Overlapping craters, which are also of interest of the study, are easily 
generated with the multiple discharge method. On the contrary, generating 
overlapping craters using the single discharge method is tedious and the 
procedure is hard to control because the craters may not necessarily be located 
at the intended spot. 
4.2.2 Measured crater radius using microscope 
Using a KEYENCE digital microscope (VH-Z450 zoom lens with VHX-315 
measuring unit), the size of craters generated on the workpiece surface was measured. 
Assuming the craters are shaped liked circles, the size of a crater can be represented 




Figure 4.4 Measurement of crater radius under microscope 
Craters have been generated in the previous procedure with various values of 
discharge voltage and capacity. The discharge energy per pulse, as is calculated using 
Equation3.13, ranges from 5 μJ to 50 μJ. Crater radius under each discharge energy 
level is presented in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5 Measured crater radius under microscope 
Under each level of discharge energy, the median value and the distribution of 
radius is illustrated with a box-and-whisker plot. It is observed that the radius of 
craters increases with discharge energy per pulse. Assuming the crater is shaped like 
a sphere, the volume of the crater is linear to the cubic of radius. However, a linear 
relationship between discharge energy and the cubic of radius is not found here. The 
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reason behind this is that discharge energy only determines the amount of material 
molten by the heat. But only a small part of molten material is actually expelled 
during the bubble collapsing phase. The combined influence of discharge energy and 
condition of bubble collapsing dominates the size of a crater. 
A wide distribution of radius value is found in all discharge energy levels. The 
stochastic nature of the EDM process contributes to the wide distribution. Firstly, the 
discharge energy per pulse is not necessarily the same even with the same machining 
settings. Due to the interruption of debris caught in the gap between the two 
electrodes, the capacitor in the RC-type power supply may not be fully charged 
before it discharges. As a result, the energy released by the spark varies within a 
certain range. Secondly, as explained above, discharge energy alone does not 
determine the radius of craters. The radius of a crater also depends on the dynamic 
process of bubble collapsing, which is highly inconsistent for each spark.  
The fact that the median value does not apparently deviate from the center of the 
box suggests that radius distribution is un-skewed in nature under all discharge 
energy levels. The increasing height of whiskers indicates that when higher discharge 
energy is applied, the radius value scatters more widely. However, the ratio of the 
height of the boxes over the height of the whiskers remains roughly the same, 
indicating the variation of radius under all discharge energy levels spans similarly 
from the percentage point of view. 
4.2.3 Measured 3-D profile of craters 
Three dimensional profiles of craters were measured by scanning the machined 
surface with a ZYGO NewView 7100 3D optical surface profiler (vertical resolution 
<0.1 nm) and its software MetroPro. The acquired data was processed in Gwyddion, 
an open source tool for SPM (scanning probe microscopy) data visualization and 
analysis. Before the data was converted into a format accessible by MATLAB and 
analyzed, the following pre-processing steps were performed in Gwyddion: 
• Leveling 
During the measurement procedure the workpiece was not always kept 
perfectly horizontal, but rotated by a small angle, to achieve higher 
accuracy through better lighting and interference pattern. It was then 
necessary to adjust the level of the measured profile to compensate for the 
rotation. In Gwyddion, it is done with the ‘Plane Level’ function, which 
allows rotation of the entire profile in a way that the un-machined flat 




• Filtering.  
The crater profile measured by the optic scanner was noisy in nature. So a 
Gaussian filter was applied to eliminate the noise. 
4.2.3.1 Single discharge craters 
Figure 4.6 (a), (b) and (c) show the measured profiles of three craters generated in 
micro EDM procedures. The crater in Figure 4.6 (a) is generated with discharge 
energy of 34 μJ, while the craters in Figure 4.6 (b) and (c) are generated with 
discharge energy of 21.76 μJ. Figure 4.6(d), (e) and (f) show the SEM images (taken 





(a)                                                                      (d)  
 
(b)                                                                       (e)  
 
(c)                                                                      (f) 
Figure 4.6 Surface of single discharge craters: measured surface profile of (a) crater #1 
(b) crater #2 (c) crater #3; SEM image of (d) crater #1 (e) crater #2 (f) crater #3 
The collected profile data show that a crater generally leaves a circular shape on the 
surface. Inside the circle at the center, material is removed from the surface, leaving a 
concave area as in Figure 4.6 (d). Inside the circle near the ring, material is stacked on 
the surface, forming a bulging area.  
Most craters feature shape that is not uniform about the vertical axis at the center of 
the crater. In most cases, a crater generally has more material removed from one side 
than the other. The side with more material removed features a heavier concave shape 
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while the side with less material removed features a heavier bulging shape, in 
accordance with the feature depicted in Figure 4.2 (b). 
It is observed that every single crater has a unique profile, due to the stochastic 
characteristics of the machining process. In addition, the heavier bulging part of each 
crater is located in different direction than one another. 
There are two major differences between measured profiles and existing theoretical 
models of craters. Firstly, many models do not account for the bulging part of the 
crater. Since the actual amount of material removed should be the amount removed 
from surface minus the amount added to the surface, prediction of material removal 
rate based on such models can result in overestimation. In addition, the bulging part 
effectively reduces the local gap distance between the two electrodes. In that case, the 
probability of a future spark occurring on top of the bulging part is increased. This 
influence on the determination of spark location does not exist if the shape of a crater 
excludes the bulging feature. Secondly, models that do account for the bulging part 
are still flawed in being uniformly shaped. These models assume uniform heat source, 
isotropic dielectric and workpiece surface properties. As a consequence, the shapes of 
craters, determined by the melting isothermals, are inevitably also uniform about the 
vertical axis at the center of the plasma channel, contrary to measured crater profiles. 
A geometrically more representative model is essential for improved prediction of 
material removal rate. It is helpful as well for further investigation into the complex, 
random and not fully understood sparking process. 
4.2.3.2 Overlapping craters 
While the form of single discharge craters remains to be elemental in the fast 
accumulation of material removal process, the accumulation itself is equally essential. 
In practice, the EDMed workpiece surface is covered with craters that overlap on one 
another. Therefore, in addition to single discharge craters, it is worth to further 
investigate on how overlapping influences the shape of crater clusters and the amount 
of materials removed. 
For this purpose, the profiles of overlapping crater clusters were also measured and 
studied. The crater clusters were generated in the same procedure that generated the 
individual craters. With the number of craters in a cluster increasing, it became more 
difficult to distinguish each crater in the cluster. Thus, the size of useful clusters 
measured in the experiment was limited. Figure 4.7 shows the measured 3-D profiles 
of craters overlapping in groups of two. The crater group in Figure 4.7 (a) was 
generated with discharge energy of 34 μJ, while the crater group in Figure 4.7 (b) was 
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generated with discharge energy of 48.96 μJ. Figure 4.7 (c) and (d) show the SEM 
images of the same two crater groups as in (a) and (b). 
 
(a)                                                                            (c) 
 
(b)                                                                            (d) 
Figure 4.7 Surface of overlapping crater groups: measured surface profile of (a) group 
#1 (b) group #2; SEM image of (c) group #1 (d) group #2 
It is observed that the overlapping craters show similar feature of non-uniform 
bulging that is consistent with individual single discharge craters. The craters have 
bulging rings on the side and are concave at the center. The bulging parts are 
apparently heavier on one side of each ring. 
Figure 4.8 (a) shows the measured 3-D profiles of craters overlapping in groups of 
three. The craters are generated with discharge energy of 15.04 μJ. Figure 4.8 (c) 
show the SEM images of the same crater group as in Figure 4.8 (a). Each crater in the 
cluster overlaps on the other two. It is noticed that in areas where different bulging 
rings meet, the bulge becomes higher. Some re-solidified debris is found adhered to 
the machined surface.  
Figure 4.8 (b) shows the measured 3-D profiles of craters overlapping in groups of 
four. The craters were generated with discharge energy of 15.04 μJ. Figure 4.8 (d) 
shows the SEM images of the same crater group as in Figure 4.8 (b). Each crater is 




(a)                                                                           (c) 
 
(b)                                                                            (d) 
Figure 4.8 Surface of overlapping craters: measured surface profile of (a) group #3 (b) 
group #4; SEM image of (c) group #3 (d) group #4 
The form of an overlapping cluster depends on the form of each individual crater in 
it as well as the distance between them. Furthermore, because of the fact that the 
shape of a crater is non-uniform, the orientation of a crater is also important. The 
orientation of each crater in a cluster determines which part of a crater is overlapped 
with which part of another crater. It is observed in Figure 4.8 that when a bulging part 
overlaps with a bulging part, the bulge in the area becomes bigger. It is also observed 
in Figure 4.7 that when a bulging part overlaps with a concave part, the bulge is, to 
some degree, negated by the concave part. 
The models of crater shape developed in section 4.3 will be used to further study 
overlapping craters in section 4.4. 
4.2.4 Physical reasoning of measured crater profile 
Based on known physics of the process and observations, this section presents and 
explains the features of the measured crater profiles in relation to the physical 
mechanism behind the sparking process.  
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4.2.4.1 Bulging ring 
During the sparking process, the large amount of heat melts and even vaporizes 
materials on the workpiece surface. The heat also vaporizes the dielectric and forms a 
gas bubble around the plasma channel. The extreme high pressure inside the gas 
bubble pushes part of the molten material outward onto the flat surface. When the gas 
bubble collapses, a small part of molten material is ejected into the dielectric fluid, 
leaving the center of a crater in a concave shape. When the rest of the molten material 
cools down, those materials that were pushed outward onto the surface re-solidifies 
and forms a bulging ring-shaped area. The bulging part may also consist of molten 
debris in the dielectric that get deposited on the surface. 
4.2.4.2 Non-uniform shape 
Before the gas bubble collapses, the extremely high pressure inside the bubble 
keeps the molten material from being expelled. It is after the bubble collapse that the 
sudden pressure drop and impact of surrounding fluid that causes the molten material 
to be removed from the surface. Therefore, the bubble collapsing process is critical to 
the shape of a crater. Traditionally, uniform bubble geometry and temperature 
distribution is assumed to simplify the problem. But Schumacher’s high speed 
photograph [64] of the gas bubble, illustrated in Figure 4.9, suggests that it is not of 
uniform geometry especially during the collapsing phase.  
 
Figure 4.9 Photograph of gas bubble [64] 
The non-uniform shape of a crater can be caused by the gas bubble in two ways: 
deviation in bubble angle and bubble location. 
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• Deviation in bubble angle 
The central axis of the gas bubble may not be perpendicular to the workpiece 
surface, as is shown in Figure 4.9. When the bubble deviates from the 
perpendicular orientation, the high pressure inside the bubble pushes more 
material toward a certain direction than other directions. Consequently, a 
heavy bulge is formed in that particular direction. 
• Deviation in bubble location 
Ideally, the central axis of the gas bubble is aligned with the plasma channel, 
and is thus aligned with the center of the molten material. However, 
disturbance from surrounding fluid may cause the bubble to be misaligned 
with the center of the molten material during the collapsing. When the bubble 
deviates from the central position, more material will be expelled at the side 
the bubble deviates toward. And more material will build up and re-solidify on 
the other side without being expelled. 
The influence of bubble angle is examinable due to the particular setup in the study. 
Since the craters measured in the experimental study were the ones scattering around 
the outside of the blurred circle area in Figure 4.3, the angle of the gas bubble was 
largely related to the crater’s relative location with respect to the center of the blurred 
circle. This relation is illustrated in Figure 4.10. It is hypothesized that the bubble 
angle is likely to deviate from being perpendicular to the workpiece surface toward 
the axial direction of the blurred circle area, which is also the axial direction of the 
tool electrode. Therefore, the individual craters are likely to have their heavy bulges 
located at the same direction as illustrated in the figure. 
 
Figure 4.10 Direction of heavy bulge on individual craters in different locations 
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To examine this argument, the orientation of individual craters was compared with 
their location with respect to the center of the tool electrode. It is found that the 
orientation of individual craters does not have a relation with their location. Even 
craters in the same area that are located very close to each other are entirely 
differently oriented. No sign of a concentration around certain orientation value is 
found either. Among all the craters in all locations, the distribution of orientation is 
close to uniform distribution. It appears that the orientation of a crater is not 
dependent on its relative location, but instead rather random. 
The alignment between the bubble and crater is difficult to examine because 
disturbance of surrounding fluid is highly random and not strongly related to the 
location of the crater. Due to the lack of crater location information, Schumacher’s 
photograph cannot be used to examine the argument. Better methods can be 
developed in the future to further study the influence of gas bubble on crater shape. 
4.2.4.3 Variation in shape and orientation 
The unique profile and orientation observed of each crater is another evidence of 
the stochastic nature of the EDM process. The major factors that determine the shape 
of a crater (e.g. discharge energy, the size and shape of the plasma channel, the 
pressure inside the gas bubble, the status of the dielectric and debris nearby when the 
bubble collapses) vary with each spark and each crater even the machining condition 
is kept the same. The crater orientation varies due to the dynamic impact of the gas 
bubble and surrounding fluid as discussed above. 
4.3 Geometric modeling of single discharge crater 
In this section, geometrical models of the shape of craters are developed in forms of 
general functions so that they can be adopted for use in simulations of the EDM 
process. The parameters of the functions can be adapted to fit various shapes of 
craters. A uniform model is first devised according to the simplified shape of crater, 
taking into account the bulging ring. Then based on the uniform model, a more 
representative non-uniform model is derived to adapt to non-uniform shape of craters 
by introducing additional terms to the geometric function. The validity of each model 
is examined by fitting the models to individual crater profiles. Better goodness of fit 
is achieved than existing models. 
4.3.1 Uniform model 
The basic uniform shape of craters, as depicted in Figure 4.2 (a), includes:  
1) a concave part from which materials have been removed, and  
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2) a bulging part where materials have been pushed/stuck to and re-solidified 
around the concave part. 
Such shapes can be represented by an inverted sinc function rotated about its 
central axis. 
The uniform model for single craters is expressed in Equation 4.1: 
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where x0, y0 represents the center location of the crater. A, B, C, D serves as shape 
adaptive parameters. X-Y plane represents the un-machined flat surface. Z is the 
height of each point on the crater surface. The effect of these shape adaptive 
parameters on the shape of a modeled crater is illustrated and discussed in Appendix 
B. 
Figure 4.11 shows a typical shape expressed by Equation 4.1. The part of the shape 
that lies outside a wavelength’s distance from the center of crater is set to be flat (set 
function value to zero) to eliminate the extenuating ripples. The cutoff of the ripples 
is illustrated and discussed in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 4.11 A typical uniform model of craters 
4.3.2 Non-uniform model 
Measured 3-D profiles of individual craters show that most craters are not of 
uniform shape. The bulging part is, in many cases, higher on one side of the crater. 
Besides, the center of the concave part is not located at the center of the crater. 
Observation suggests that there are two major types of unevenness in crater shape: 
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• Type I crater has a large portion of bulging part stacked on one side and the 
concave part on the other side, as shown in Figure 4.12 (a). The volume of 
the bulging part is comparable to that of the concave part.  
• Type II crater has only a small portion of bulging part, as shown in Figure 
4.12 (b). The volume of the concave part in a type II crater is much larger 
than the bulging part.  
Unevenness of shape is less noticeable in type II crater compared to type I crater. 
Due to the considerable volume of the bulging part in a type I crater, the actual 
amount of material removed is relatively smaller than the actual amount removed 





Figure 4.12 Surface profiles of typical craters. (a) type I crater, (b) type II crater 
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It is not easy to quantitatively define a crater as type I or type II. By observation of 
asymmetry in shape, combined with the rough standard of volume ratio (V+/V-) being 
larger than 0.75, over 70% percent of the craters obtained in the experiments are type 
I craters. With a majority of craters being noticeably asymmetric in shape, it is 
important that the geometric model reflects such a feature. 
Therefore, a non-uniform model of single crater is developed based on the above 
uniform model. By introducing new terms, the non-uniform model allows the crater 
to be unevenly shaped. Criteria of selection of new terms include: 
a)   The function must be higher on one side than the other side in a way that 
represent either a type I crater or a type II crater; 
b) The function must be a smooth function within the range of crater diameter;  
c)   The effect of shape modification must diminish gradually near the border of 
crater diameter and reach zero on the border of crater diameter;  
d) The function needs to include a factor of orientation to indicate the 
direction in which the bulge is heavier. 
Criterion a) contributes to the unevenness of shape to achieve the goal of modifying 
crater shape. Criterion b) ensures a smooth and controlled modification of crater 
shape. Criterion c) ensures that the border of the crater is properly connected to the 
surrounding flat surface without a sudden jump in height. Criterion d) is necessary 
because every single crater has a different orientation due to the random conditions in 
which each crater is generated. Combined with information such as location of the 
crater relative to the tip of tool electrode, crater orientation may provide insight into 
the not yet fully understood sparking process. Crater orientation is especially helpful 
in the construction of overlapping craters and in understanding how craters are 
generated on top of each other. 
With the above criteria in mind, two new terms are included in the new non-
uniform model. 
The term selected to represent a type I crater shape is expressed in Equation 4.2. 
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   (4.2) 
where θ is the orientation of a crater indicating the relative location of the heavier 
bulge, F1 determines the amplitude of the unevenness and α determines the steepness 
of the added term. 
The term selected to represent a type II crater shape is expressed in Equation 4.3. 
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where θ is the orientation of a crater indicating the relative location of the heavier 
bulge, F2 determines the amplitude of the unevenness and 𝛽 determines the steepness 
of the added term. 
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Secondary extenuating ripples are cut off outside a wavelength’s distance from the 
center of the crater. And this distance between the crater center and the cutoff point is 
considered as the radius of the modeled crater. According to the defining geometry of 
the first term in Equation 4.4, also known as the uniform model, the radius of a 
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The amplitude of the two selected terms can be adapted accordingly to either a type 
I or a type II crater. The combination of the two terms is designed to accommodate to 
a crater that is a mix of type I and type II. The two selected terms share the same 
direction factor θ so that a crater has a definitive orientation. Otherwise, with two 
different directions and amplitude for each added term in the model, a consistent 
standard cannot be established to define the orientation of a crater. A desired 
geometric model must contain the crater’s important physical characteristics (e.g. 
orientation, radius) that are easily accessible through the parameters of the model. 
4.4 Performance of models and discussion 
4.4.1 Goodness of fit 
The performance of a geometric model is measured by how well the model 
represents the geometrical features of the object. A commonly used standard is called 
goodness of fit. After fitting each model to the measured profile of an actual crater, a 
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modeled crater profile is created for each model. By comparing each modeled crater 
profile to the actual crater profile, the coefficient of determination R2 is employed as 


















                                              (4.6) 
where yi is the observed value, y is the mean value of observed value, fi is the model 
predicted value. The larger the R2 value, the better is the fit of a model to the actual 
crater profile. 
The data set used in the fitting process (except when comparing the uniform model 
to simple geometric models) is a squared area with the crater inside it, including both 
the entire crater (concave and bulging part) and the flat ground surface surrounding it. 
From this data set, coefficients in each model are obtained through least-square fitting 
for craters. 
4.4.2 Uniform model versus simple geometric models 
The uniform model is compared to other models derived from simple geometries, 
such as sphere, ellipse and cone. The spherical model is the most used model of crater 
shape in research literatures. The resulting goodness of fit of each model under 
different levels of discharge energy is shown in Figure 4.13.  
 
Figure 4.13 Average R2 for different shape models under various discharge energy 
Since these simple geometric models do not account for the bulging part of the 
crater, only the concave part of the measured crater profiles are used as data set in the 
fitting process for comparison. It is found that the uniform model (sinc function as in 
Equation 4.1) gains advantage over simple geometric models even when only the 
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concave part is concerned. This is mainly contributed by the fact that the uniform 
model allows the concaved surface to curve toward the outside when near the un-
machined flat surface. 
Besides better representation of the concave part, the uniform model also accounts 
for the fact that some molten material is pushed beyond the surface of the workpiece, 
forming a ring around the concave part. This is important because the actual volume 
of material removed per spark should be calculated as: 
V V V− += −                                                          (4.7) 
where V is the actual volume of material removed, V- is the volume of the concave 
part, V+ is the volume of the bulging part. Measurement of the crater profiles show 
that the volume of the bulging part is not negligible compared to the volume of the 
concave part. Overestimation of material removal rate is inevitable if only the 
concave part is considered. Thus in reality, when the entire crater profile is of interest, 
the uniform model performs far better than simple geometric models. 
4.4.3 Non-uniform model versus uniform model 
The difference between the non-uniform model and the uniform model is the two 
additional terms introduced to the equation. These two terms modify the uniform 
shaped crater to portray the unevenness in an average crater’s shape. Fitting results 
using both the uniform model and non-uniform model are compared against the 






(a)                                                                           (b) 
  
(c)                                                                            (d) 
Figure 4.14 Profile of a type I crater: (a) measured profile, (b) non-uniform model, (c) 






(a)                                                                            (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.15 Profile of a type II crater: (a) measured profile, (b) non-uniform model, (c) 
uniform model 
4.4.3.1 Geometrical features 
Figure 4.14 presents the fitting results for a type I crater. Type I craters feature 
severe asymmetry in shape, as shown in Figure 4.14 (a). The non-uniform model in 
Figure 4.14 (b) successfully portrays such asymmetry. The uniform model in Figure 
4.14 (c), however, performs poorly in depicting the fundamental asymmetry of shape 
in the type I crater. Firstly, the heavy bulge side of the crater is completely neglected. 
Secondly, the center of the concave part deviates from its counterpart in the actual 
crater. In cases of type I craters, the term T1 in the non-uniform model dominates the 
shape asymmetry while the term T2 is comparatively small. 
It is also found in the fitting results that the uniform model attempts to portray the 
unevenness in shape despite limitation in the model equation. It enlarges the crater in 
radial direction and moves the center of the crater away so that a partial crater 
matches the measured profile in the limited squared area defined by the data set. 
Figure 4.14 (d) shows such a partial crater conforming to the shape of Figure 4.14 (a) 
in the limited surface area (X-Y plane). Although crater asymmetry is represented 
(albeit relatively not as accurate) in this case by the partial crater, such representation 
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is useless either in simulations of overlapping craters or in prediction of tool wear or 
material removal rate. While least-square fitting produces the set of coefficients for 
the uniform model, it does not give specific information about if and which part of 
the crater is matched to the given data set. Without this information, the orientation of 
the crater cannot be determined, the radius and volume of the crater are considerably 
overestimated and the location of the crater is misrepresented. By contrast, the non-
uniform model portrays the asymmetrical shape more representatively with indication 
of orientation and close prediction of radius, volume and location of the crater. 
Figure 4.15 presents the fitting results for a type II crater. Type II craters, as shown 
in Figure 4.15 (a), are less asymmetrical in shape and have relatively small bulging 
parts. Nevertheless, the non-uniform model in Figure 4.15 (b) still gains modest 
improvement over the uniform model in Figure 4.15 (c). In cases of type II craters, 
the term T1 in the non-uniform model becomes very small, leaving the term T2 
dominating the shape asymmetry.  
Apart from being a better representation of craters, the non-uniform model also 
offers an important indicator of orientation. Although the mechanism of sparking 
process is not yet fully understood, it is not unreasonable to say that the shape of a 
crater is affected by the dynamic process of gas bubble collapsing. The orientation of 
craters, combined with other information such as locations of craters, provides insight 
into the sparking process. Furthermore, in case of multiple discharge conditions as in 
actual machining jobs, orientation information explains how craters overlap with 
other craters. Given a multiple discharge crater consisting of two craters located at 
certain distance overlapping with each other, the amount of material removed as a 
result depends on which part of one crater is overlapped to which part of the other 
crater. 
4.4.3.2 Mathematical goodness of fit 
A number of craters serve as data sets for the fitting of both the uniform model and 
the non-uniform model. In a typical set of 59 craters generated with discharge energy 
of 21.76 μJ, the average value of R2 for the non-uniform model is 0.754, compared to 
0.329 for the uniform model. Although the non-uniform model captures the major 
features of actual craters, the value of R2 is not very close to 1.0 because the modeled 
shape is smooth and the actual shape is more irregular and rough on the surface. 
4.4.4 Non-uniform model: predicted crater radius and volume 
It has been established in the previous sections that the non-uniform model portrays 
the geometrical features of craters better than the uniform model and existing models 
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in literatures. Nonetheless, a geometric model needs not only to qualitatively reflect 
the geometric features of a crater, but also to quantitatively estimate the size of a 
crater.  
Figure 4.16 shows the estimated radii of craters by the non-uniform model. The 
radius of a modeled crater is calculated as in Equation 4.5. And the radius of an actual 
crater is determined by the smallest circle that encloses the bulging part of the crater. 
It is shown that the estimated radius is within an error margin of 10%, with a slight 
tendency of underestimation.  
 
Figure 4.16 Estimation of crater radius 
Estimation of volume of craters is done separately for two parts: the concave part 






(a)                                                                               (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.17 Separation of (a) whole crater into (b) the bulging part and (c) concave part 
Figure 4.17(a) shows a whole crater and surrounding un-machined flat surface. The 
part of crater below the un-machined surface is defined as the concave part, as shown 
in Figure 4.17(c). This is the area where material is removed from the surface. The 
part of crater above the un-machined surface is defined as the bulging part, as shown 
in Figure 4.17(b). It is the area where material is built on the surface. 









Figure 4.18 Estimated volume of (a) concave part and (b) bulging part of craters 
The estimated volume (both V+ and V-) is slightly smaller than that of actual 
craters. The reason for underestimation can be that despite smooth filtering of 
measured profiles, the surface of the crater is still rough and flawed with a few spikes. 
With the equation used in the model being completely smooth, some spikes are left 
out during the fitting process. It is also worth noticing that the margin of error in the 
estimation of V+ is larger than V-. It is because that the bulging ring of the crater is 
usually narrow but tall. Since the crater profile is measured on the X-Y plane, the 
number of data points representing the narrow bulging part is smaller than the number 
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of data points representing the concave part. As a result, to the fitting process, the 
minority bulging part becomes mathematically “less important” than the majority 
concave part. Thus, precision in the bulging part is sacrificed to optimize the total 
precision. Increasing the weight of data points representing the bulging part during 
the fitting process proves to be able to improve estimation in V+, at the cost of 
deteriorated estimation in V-. In addition, the shape of the bulging part is more 
irregular than of the concave part and hence, is represented less accurately by a 
smooth surface. 
4.5 Average profile of craters 
In the simulation of the micro EDM process, each spark removes a small amount of 
material from the workpiece surface, leaving a crater of certain shape and size. 
Through the experimental study, it is found that craters differ from one another in 
shape and size across different discharge energy levels. However, most of the craters 
generated under the same machining condition and discharge energy possess similar 
features and size. It is reasonable and necessary to derive a certain crater profile that 
can represent the typical craters generated with a specific discharge energy level. 
Since material removal is achieved by the accumulation of craters, the 
mathematical average of these craters is a statistically appropriate representative for 
them. Therefore, the average profile of craters generated with the same discharge 
energy level will be adopted in the simulation program. 
The simplest way to obtain the average profile is to overlay all the crater profiles 
together and divide the depth value by the number of craters. The average profile 




Figure 4.19 Average profile of craters using simple overlay method 
However, there are two problems with the simple overlay method. Firstly, the 
heavy unevenness in the shape of the majority of type I craters are undermined. Due 
to the stochastic nature of the EDM process, the heavier bulge is located on a 
different side of each crater. The location of the heavier bulge, designated by the 
orientation θ, is widely spread from 0 to 360 degrees. Blindly overlay all craters 
cause the bulges to be insignificant after averaging. Secondly, it is often difficult to 
define the center of a crater because of irregularities in its shape. So the centers of 
craters are manually measured via observation. Therefore, craters are inevitably 
misaligned by some degree during the overlaying process, contributing error to the 
average profile. 
To preserve the important feature of unevenness as well as to reduce misalignment 
of craters, a better approach is needed. Instead of overlaying actual crater profiles, the 
modeled profile using the non-uniform model should be used. The non-uniform 
model proves to capture the uneven feature of both type I and type II craters. The 
predicted radius and volume of the modeled crater are also close to those of the actual 
crater. Therefore, the modeled crater using the non-uniform model is an effective 
equivalent of the actual crater. Besides, the location of the crater center can be 
extracted from the model itself. With information on the location of the crater center, 
alignment of craters is achieved during overlaying process. Furthermore, the modeled 
crater can be rotated to the same orientation by adjusting the θ value in Equation 4.2 
and 4.3. As a result, all the craters are bulging toward the same direction, allowing 
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preservation of the uneven feature of crater shape. Using this model overlay method, 
the average profile obtained is shown in Figure 4.20. 
 
Figure 4.20 Average profile of craters using model overlay method 
Compared to the simple overlay method, the average profile obtained using the 
model overlay method retains a strong unevenness in shape. It also has a bulging part 
that is higher and a concave part that is deeper than their counterparts in Figure 4.19. 
This is because when craters of opposite orientations are overlaid together, the 
bulging areas and concave areas tend to cancel each other. As a result, the average 
profile of craters become uniform, featureless and squeezed in height.  
Besides the geometric feature, the volume of the average crater profile is examined 
to see whether it is able to represent those craters. The volume of the average crater 





Figure 4.21 Volume of average crater and average profile of craters 
The volume of the average crater is obtained by measuring the volume of all craters 
and calculating the mean value. This average volume represents the size of a typical 
crater. The closer the volume of an average profile is to the average volume, the 
better the average profile represents a typical crater. It is shown in Figure 4.21 that 
the model overlay method produces closer volume prediction than the simple overlay 
method despite the fact that actual crater profiles are used in the simple overlay 
method. Nevertheless, the volume predicted using the model overlay method is still 
25% less than the average volume. This is partly due to the averaging process. Even 
when the craters are oriented toward the same direction, each crater has its unique 
profile. By averaging these profiles, the resulting profile is inevitably smoother and 
smaller. A second reason is, as pointed out in section 4.4.4, the non-uniform model 
itself underestimates the volume of individual craters by about 10%. This error is then 
carried into the calculation of the average profile. 
The purpose of the average profile is to serve as a pre-defined shape. When given a 
radius value, the equation describing the average profile can be transformed to 
describe any crater without having to conduct a least-square fit to form a new 
equation. It is useful in the simulation of EDM process as well as in the construction 
of overlapping craters. 
4.6 Construction of overlapping craters 
In this section, the overlay method is adopted to construct overlapping craters using 
the non-uniform model of single discharge craters. The profiles of constructed crater 
clusters are compared to the measured profiles of actual clusters. 
In the case of overlapping craters, when a spark occurs on an existing crater, the 
material melt by the heat from the plasma channel includes a part of the original 
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crater. After the bubble collapses, the molten material is spilled out. The existence of 
a crater on the same spot adds to the complexity of the process. To the author’s best 
knowledge, a theoretical model of the formation of overlapping craters has not been 
attempted. Until the physical mechanism behind the process is fully understood, 
experimental study can shed some light on certain patterns to help find an 
approximation method to model the overlapping craters. 
Observations made on the measured profile of overlapping craters in section 4.2.3.2 
suggest that when the bulging part of a crater overlaps with the bulging part of 
another crater, the bulge in the area becomes bigger. When the bulging part of a crater 
overlaps with the concave part of another crater, the bulge is negated by the concave 
part. These observations are consistent with the procedure of obtaining the average 
profile through the simple overlay method. It is reasonable to adopt the overlay 
method in the geometrical modeling of overlapping craters. 
The geometrical shape of a crater cluster depends on the size and shape of each 
crater as well as the distance between one another. Under this condition, the 
following steps are taken to construct a crater cluster: 
1. Select a crater cluster from which each crater is distinguishable. An example 
of such a cluster is shown in Figure 4.22. The cluster is comprised of two 
craters. 
2. Measure the radius, the center location and orientation of each crater in the 
cluster, as illustrated in Figure 4.22. The green circle enclosing crater #1 
provides the radius and location of the crater center. Likewise, the blue 
circle provides radius and location of crater #2. The green line originating 
from the center of the green circle points to the orientation θ of crater #1. 
The blue line originating from the center of the blue circle points to the 
orientation θ of crater #2. 
3. Adopting the non-uniform model, the average profile in Figure 4.20 is used 
to represent the typical shape of all craters with discharge energy of 21.76 
μJ. Note that the overlapping craters are generated with the same discharge 
energy level. It is reasonable to assume that craters generated with the same 
energy level possess similar shape but different size. The average profile is 
then scaled according to the measured radii of crater #1 and crater #2, and 
rotated according to the measured orientation. The two modeled craters are 
illustrated in Figure 4.23 (a) (b). 
4. Construct the crater cluster by overlaying the two modeled craters according 
to their relative location as measured in step 2. The constructed crater 
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cluster is presented in Figure 4.23 (c) and compared with the actual cluster 
in Figure 4.23 (d). 
 
Figure 4.22 Top view of a crater cluster  
 
(a)                                                                                 (b) 
 
(c)                                                                                 (d) 




The constructed cluster in Figure 4.23 (c) preserves the feature of the actual cluster. 
The bulging part is amplified around the same location as in the actual cluster. The 
two concave parts are located similarly and are close in size as the actual cluster.  
Following the same steps, more crater clusters are constructed and shown in Figure 








































Figure 4.29 Profile of overlapping craters: (a) measured craters (b) constructed craters 
It is concluded that profiles of overlapping craters can be approximated with good 
representation by overlaying individual craters together according to the radius, 
location and orientation of each crater in a cluster. This method will be adopted in the 
simulation of micro EDM process to approximate the accumulation of craters. 
4.7 Discussion on the construction method 
4.7.1 Error of constructed craters 
The major factor contributing to the error in constructed overlapping craters is the 
fact that the average profile utilized in the method does not represent every crater in 
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the cluster equally well. Some craters are shallower than the average profile. Some 
craters have a more uniformly spread bulging ring. Although the average profile is 
representative of the majority of craters, each crater is featured with unique shape that 
cannot be fully portrayed by the average profile. A better method would be to modify 
the shape of the average profile according to each individual crater in a cluster. Such 
method is not realistic because once a crater is overlapped by another, its original 
shape information is partly lost, leaving intact only the part that is not overlapped. 
With a large part of shape profile missing, the non-uniform model is unlikely to 
produce a better approximation than the average profile. 
4.7.2 Influence of overlapping phenomenon on shape 
The mechanism behind overlapping craters is different from single craters mainly 
due to the fact that a subsequent overlapping crater is formed on the irregular surface 
of another crater. The irregular surface affects heat conduction within the workpiece 
and therefore the amount of material molten. FEM simulation [45] on the heating 
process suggests that the temperature distribution is changed when the isothermal 
propagates into a neighboring crater profile. The radius of the isothermal is found to 
be reduced while the depth of the isothermal is found to be increased. Since only a 
small fraction of material is actually removed from the surface, the increased depth of 
isothermal does not have major influence on the shape of overlapping craters. The 
major effect on the crater shape in the case of overlapping craters is still the bubble 
collapsing, which is more random in nature than susceptible to influence of 
neighboring crater profile. This explains why the overlay method can achieve good 
approximation without specific treatment concerning the overlapping phenomenon. 
It is often possible to distinguish the time sequence of each crater that is formed in a 
cluster. From the measured profiles of clusters (e.g. in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and 
Figure 4.22), one can easily tell which crater is formed earlier and which is formed 
later by examining the geometrical feature of each crater in the cluster. The feature of 
the subsequent crater is kept more intact than that of the previous crater. However, it 
is impossible to tell the time sequence from the constructed clusters because each 
crater is treated equally. This difference suggests that the subsequent crater is treated 
differently from the previous one. 
During the heating process, the molten material under high pressure inside the 
bubble is capable of flowing around. This molten material smoothens the irregular 
surface of the neighboring crater, and is observed to be sufficient to make subsequent 
craters distinguishable from the previous ones and still preserves a trace of the 
geometric features of the previous ones, such as in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Figure 
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4.22. This phenomenon will later be taken into account in the modified wire EDM 
process model discussed in Chapter 5. 
4.8 Summary 
This chapter presents experiments conducted to study the shape of both single 
discharge craters and overlapping craters. The bulging ring and asymmetry in shape 
are found to be important features of craters. Two types of craters are defined 
according to their featured shape. Based on the findings in the experimental study, 
two geometric models of single discharge craters are proposed. The uniform model 
takes into account the bulging ring feature around the hollow center of the crater, 
which is ignored by the traditional spherical model. Measurement of goodness of fit 
shows the uniform model performs better than the spherical model and other models 
based on simple geometry. Furthermore, the non-uniform model is proposed that 
takes into account both the bulging part and asymmetrical shape in craters. The non-
uniform model is shown to capture the most features in a crater’s shape. Physical 
reason of the non-uniform model is discussed. Radii of craters predicted by the 
proposed model are within 10% error from the sample studied. Predicted volumes of 
the bulging parts are within 35% error. Predicted volumes of the concave parts are 
within 23% error. The non-uniform model is geometrically more realistic than the 
uniform model and provides an indicator of crater orientation, which is useful in 
understanding the sparking process. 
Based on the assumption that craters formed with the same discharge energy level 
generally shares the same shape with a small variance in small features and size, the 
average profile is proposed as a representative of craters generated with a certain 
discharge energy level. By overlaying the aligned models of craters, the obtained 
average profile is proved to be more representative in describing common craters than 
the simple overlay method. 
Finally, a procedure is devised to construct overlapping craters from individual 
craters. Firstly, the profile of an actual crater cluster is measured. The radius, location 
and orientation of each crater in the cluster are acquired. This acquired information is 
then input to the non-uniform modeled average profile. By overlaying each crater of 
the same radius on the same location at the same orientation as measured, a cluster of 
multiple craters is constructed. And the difference between constructed cluster profile 
and the actual cluster profile is discussed. The surface profiles of the constructed 




Chapter 5 Modified Wire EDM Process Model 
5.1 Introduction 
The experimental study conducted in Chapter 4 on the craters generated during the 
micro EDM process provides details that can help improve the wire EDM process 
model. The important geometric features of craters clearly differ from what are 
commonly assumed in existing models. Recognizing the fact that the EDM process 
removes materials through the accumulation of craters formed on the workpiece 
surface, an improved geometric model of this basic element will provide more 
representative simulation of the micro EDM process. 
In this chapter, new features are introduced to the wire EDM process model 
proposed in Chapter 3 based on the findings from the experimental study. The 
individual craters featuring bulging rings and asymmetry in shape are described using 
the non-uniform model developed in Chapter 4. Stochastic characteristics in the size 
and orientation of craters are taken into account that represents the acquired 
experimental data. Besides the shape of craters, additional features are adopted that 
describes the WEDM process more realistically. Simulations are run based on the 
new and modified process model and the results are analyzed. The impact of the 
proposed improvements on the machining result as well as on the WEDM process 
itself are discussed. 
5.2 Non-uniform crater shape 
In the WEDM process model proposed in Chapter 3, the spherical model is chosen 
to describe the geometric features of craters. All the craters are assumed to be 
uniformly shaped and identical in size. Experimental findings show that craters are 
typically asymmetrically shaped with variance in size. The bulging part of a crater is 
also not negligible. This section explains the improving aspects of the newly 
proposed experiment-based geometric model of craters. 
5.2.1 Crater shape 
It has been established in Chapter 4 that the non-uniform model describes the 
geometric features of craters more representatively by including the bulging part and 
the asymmetrical shape. Therefore, the non-uniform model is adopted as the 
geometric model of the crater. Under a certain discharge energy level, the craters are 
hypothesized to possess a common shape and differ only in radius. The common 
shape is represented by the average profile obtained in section 4.5. As an example, 
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the coefficients in the non-uniform model (Equation 4.4) derived for the average 
profile representing micro craters under discharge energy of 21.76 μJ are listed in 
Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Value of coefficients in the non-uniform model of an average crater 
A B C F1 F2 α β 
2.187 0.7989 0.1359 0.1883 1.369×10-7 0.6734 0.7014 
 
This average crater has a radius of 11.02 μm. To represent a crater of a different 
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                                                  (5.1) 
The average profile can be scaled into any radius using Equation 5.1. The radius 
value of craters used in the simulation is determined in section 5.2.2. 
5.2.2 Crater radius distribution 
The experimental study shows that craters differ in radius even under the same 
discharge energy level due to the stochastic nature of the process. To preserve such 
nature, the craters in the process model will differ in the same way. Figure 5.1 shows 




Figure 5.1 Distribution of crater radius (discharge energy = 21.76 µJ) 
The distribution suggests that most craters have radii between 10 ~ 12 μm. Besides, 
the distribution is skewed to the right, indicating higher concentrate of smaller 
craters. A normal distribution with a positive skew can be an acceptable 
approximation. In this model, the radii of craters to be generated follow the same 
probability distribution shown in Figure 5.1. 
To save computational time needed for the simulation, a database consisting of 8 
levels of radius values is calculated in advance. Each time a crater needed to be 
generated, a radius value is chosen from this database according to the probability 
distribution. For the same purpose, the nominal radius is scaled to 50 μm to 
accommodate the space grid size. The current space grid of 10 μm is not capable of 
portraying a crater of radius of 11 μm. However, implementing a smaller space grid 
would increase the computation time to several weeks. Therefore, instead of reducing 
space grid, the crater radius is enlarged. With the enlarged crater radius, machining 
parameters such as discharge energy, spark force and discharge gap distance are also 
scaled accordingly using similar settings mentioned in literatures [20, 38]. 
5.2.3 Crater orientation 
Unlike the common spherical model, the non-uniform model specifies the 
orientation of a crater, indicating an angle which the heavy bulging part is directed 
toward. The orientation of a crater is determined by the dynamic process of bubble 
collapsing that is random in nature, assuming homogeneous conditions in the 
surround dielectric fluid. The orientation of modeled craters does not particularly 
concentrate around a certain value. Therefore, the orientation of craters in the model 
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follows a uniform distribution from 0 ~ 360 degrees. To save computational time, the 
orientation distribution is split into 360 pieces, each 1 degree apart and with the same 
probability of 1/360. 
5.3 Crater formation 
In this section, the method used to model how craters overlap on one another is 
discussed. The overlaying method proposed in section 4.6 is adopted to construct 
overlapping craters. Based on the physical explanation of the crater forming process, 
the molten pool treatment is applied to deal with the molten material in the heating 
phase before the gas bubble collapses. 
5.3.1 Overlapping craters 
The profile of single individual craters is a result of a crater generated over a flat 
surface. In actual machining jobs, the flat surface is soon filled with craters. 
Inevitably, most craters are formed on top of other craters. The exact mechanics of 
the forming of overlapping craters has not been fully understood. Nevertheless, it is 
concluded in section 4.6 that a cluster of overlapping craters can be approximated 
with good representation by overlaying individual craters of the same size together at 
the same location and orientation. Therefore, the method proposed in section 4.6 to 
construct overlapping craters is adopted in the process model to describe the shape of 
a crater that partly overlaps on other craters. Each time a crater is to be generated, a 
pre-determined profile will be overlaid upon the current surface. The radius and 
orientation of the profile is decided according to a certain distribution. The location of 
the crater is determined by gap distance. 
5.3.2 Molten pool 
The crater forming can be described in two processes: heating process and bubble 
collapsing process. In the heating process the plasma channel generates a substantial 
amount of heat, vaporizing the dielectric fluid. The vaporized fluid forms a growing 
gas bubble as a result of continued heating. The gas bubble covers a large part of the 
molten material. Due to the high pressure inside the gas bubble, the molten material 
under the gas bubble cannot escape the workpiece surface. It is after the gas bubble 
collapses that materials in the molten pool are spilled out by the impact of 
surrounding dielectric fluid.  
When a crater is to be located on an irregular surface, the molten pool is subject to 
the same pressure in the gas bubble. As a result of melting and high pressure, the 
originally irregular surface becomes smoother. That is to say, if the molten pool 
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consists of a bulge and a hollow part, the molten material in the bulge will flow 
toward the hollow part. The surface of the molten pool will transform toward a flatter 
surface. Then in the bubble collapsing process, the material in the molten pool is 
spilled out and a crater is formed. This argument is supported by the measured 
profiles of overlapping craters in Chapter 4. As is discussed in section 4.7.2, it is 
often able to determine the time sequence of each crater that is formed in a cluster 
because the geometric feature of the crater that is formed later is more dominant in 
the overlapped region than the crater that is formed earlier. Such evidence (e.g. Figure 
4.7 and Figure 4.8) suggests that the later formed crater is generated from a less 
irregular surface. 
Therefore, in the wire EDM process model, the surface of the molten pool is 
smoothened before the crater shape is formed. Because the exact extent of the 
smoothening effect is unknown, and also to simplify the calculation, the smoothened 
surface of the molten pool is treated to be flat in the simulation. The sequence of the 
molten pool treatment adopted in the simulation is illustrated in a 2D cross section 




Figure 5.2 Illustration of molten pool sequence 
In the first graph, the blue line represents the current workpiece surface after the 
previous crater is formed. In the second graph, the dashed red line shows the 
supposed location and shape of the second crater to be formed. In the third graph, the 
area covered by the supposed second crater is molten and forms the molten pool. The 
molten pool is then smoothened. The height of the flat surface is calculated in the 
way that the amount of material on the surface is kept unchanged. In the fourth graph, 
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the shape of the second crater is overlaid on the treated surface. The blue line shows 
the final surface after the second crater is formed. 
As explained above, the molten pool treatment is justified by the measured crater 
cluster profiles in the experimental study as well as by the mechanism of crater 
formation.  
5.4 Spark force 
In the WEDM process model proposed in Chapter 3, the spark force is assumed to 
be applied only at the center of the crater. However, it is known that the gas bubble 
expands quickly and has a radius similar to the crater radius [48, 71]. Therefore, it is 
more representative to apply the spark force on the entire area covered by the gas 
bubble instead of a single point. Furthermore, since the area covered by the gas 
bubble is subject to identical pressure, it is reasonable to hypothesize the spark force 
applied on the wire is uniformly distributed. To simplify calculation, the area covered 
is approximated by the crater radius in the simulation. 
5.5 Retraction 
During the machining process, when the wire electrode comes into contact with the 
workpiece a short circuit occurs, disrupting the normal material removal process. It is 
common that an EDM machine is capable of detecting short circuits and immediately 
turning off power supply and retracting either electrode upon detection [37, 72-74]. 
This function is now incorporated into the wire EDM process model. Detection of 
short circuit in an EDM machined is usually achieved by analyzing the electrical 
waveform between two electrodes. In the proposed model, detection of short circuit is 
achieved by calculating the gap distance. If the gap distance at any position along the 
wire is smaller than zero, it is signaled that the wire is in contact with the workpiece. 
The signal will trigger an operation to immediately turn off power supply and retract 
the workpiece by a certain distance. The workpiece is retracted instead of the wire 
because the wire is set to be in fixed position in the simulation. Figure 5.3 illustrates 
the operation of retracting the workpiece. Note that the graph is unequally scaled to 




Figure 5.3 Retraction of workpiece upon detection of short circuit 
The curve at the bottom of Figure 5.3 represents the wire electrode. Above the wire 
electrode is the workpiece before and after the retraction. At this instance, it is 
detected that the wire is in contact with the workpiece (blue). In reaction, the 
workpiece is retracted to a new position (red) farther away from the wire.  
In practice, the retraction of the electrode is fast in order to avoid further disruption 
of the sparking process. The speed of retraction is much faster than the feed rate. 
Depending on the speed of the feed rate servo, the time needed to retract the 
workpiece is on the order of a few milliseconds. In order to simplify the simulation 
program, retraction is considered to be achieved instantaneously in the simulation. 
The workpiece is retracted in zero time and then starts to be fed toward the wire 
electrode in the next time step. By neglecting the retraction period, this assumption 
differs from practice. In practice, after the wire comes into contact with the 
workpiece, further wire movement toward is physically constrained by the workpiece 
during the short moment after retraction starts. The wire collides with the workpiece 
and is bounced back. By assuming zero retraction time, physical contact and collision 
between the wire and the workpiece is avoided. However, the effect of physical 
contact and collision between the wire and the workpiece on the EDM process is 
minimal for the reason that, after retraction starts, wire vibration is dampened 
exponentially over time (time constant of 8 ms). By the time (on the order of a few 
hundreds of milliseconds) the discharge gap is established again, wire vibration has 
been completed absorbed by the dielectric fluid. This is proven in Figure 5.4 to be 




Figure 5.4 Maximum wire displacement after short circuits 
The blue line shows the evolution of maximum wire displacement over a period of 
time when short circuits are present. The maximum wire displacement is the 
maximum displacement of any part of the wire and is a representative of wire 
vibration amplitude. The vertical red lines indicate the recorded instant of time when 
short circuits were detected. It is clearly shown that wire vibration is soon absorbed 
by the dielectric fluid and is at initial balance position when the discharge starts 
again. Since power supply is cut off during retraction [72, 73] and that by the time 
sparking starts again, the wire status is the same whether physical contact and 
collision is considered or not. Therefore, the sparking process and workpiece surface 
is not affected by the physical contact and collision between the wire and the 
workpiece.  
Besides, incorporating the physical contact and collision between the wire and the 
workpiece will make the simulation of wire vibration much more complex and 
inevitably increase computation load. It has not been taken into consideration in any 
wire vibration model in WEDM. Therefore, although the assumption of zero 
retraction time is not physically practical, it eases the computation load and 
introduces no significant error to the simulated WEDM process. 
In the simulation, three retract distances, i.e. smaller than, equal to and larger than 
the discharge gap distance, are tested to find the optimal retract distance. 
5.6 Simulation results and discussion 
After incorporating the new features discussed in previous sections, simulation is 
run to test the modified model. Machining parameters used in this simulation is listed 
in Table 5.2. Simulated results are analyzed and compared with the earlier model 
proposed in Chapter 3. 
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Table 5.2 List of machining parameters used in the simulation 
Parameter (unit) Value 
wire electrode length (mm) 30 
wire electrode diameter (µm) 200 
wire tension (N) 4 - 8 
damping coefficient for wire electrode 
in dielectric fluid (N·s/m2) 
250 
workpiece thickness (mm) 10 
discharge gap threshold (µm) 30 
retract distance (µm) 10 - 50 
discharge frequency (Hz) 2500 - 10000 
pulse on time (µs) 25 
total spark force magnitude (N) 0.01 – 0.04 
spark force magnitude (N/m) 100 - 400 
spark force applied length (µm) 100 
feed rate (mm/min) 5 
radius of crater (µm) 38 - 78 
 
The determination of the magnitude of spark force and the damping coefficient is 
obtained using model identification method, which is discussed in Appendix D. 
5.6.1 Machined surface profile 
The WEDM task of cutting a 10 mm thick workpiece using a 30 mm long wire is 
simulated with the modified model. The predicted surface profile of the machined 
workpiece is shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.5 Predicted surface profile of workpiece after machining 
Note that the surface roughness is removed by a Gaussian filter in the same way as 
in Chapter 3 because it is the geometric change from the target flat surface that is of 
interest. Similar to the predicted profile using the earlier model, the surface profile of 
the workpiece is shown to be convex, agreeing with other researchers’ findings [27, 
28, 51, 54]. Simulated workpiece profile error is around 7 μm.  
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However, the surface profile is less smooth than what is predicted by the earlier 
model. Some waviness is observed in the middle region of the workpiece profile. One 
reason for this is the adopting of the non-uniform crater model. In the earlier model, 
the building up of material on the side of the crater is not considered. Every crater 
possesses the same shape and size and only contributes to the removal of material 
from the surface. Since spark location is determined by gap distance, the position of 
the wire is the major influence on spark location. In the modified model, the bulging 
part of craters shortens the local gap distance and therefore effectively affects the 
location of future craters. As a result, craters tend to form in clusters. Therefore, the 
surface shape becomes more irregular compared to the earlier model. Besides, the 
non-uniform craters are of different sizes as well as different orientations. Each spark 
changes the workpiece surface differently. 
The evolution of workpiece profile error over time is illustrated in Figure 5.6.  
 
Figure 5.6 Evolution of workpiece profile error over time 
Machining starts at T=0 second with a flat workpiece surface (profile error is zero). 
It is indicated that the profile error quickly rises to 7.5 μm within one second and then 
fluctuates around within ±2 μm range for the rest of the time. Compared to the 
previous model, the fluctuation in profile error is higher due to the non-uniform crater 
that is introduced to the modified model. Firstly, the non-uniform model consists of 
bulging parts that does not exist in the previous model. Secondly, each crater that is 
formed is assigned a different size and shape according to the measured distribution. 
Both the bulging feature and randomness in shape contributes to fluctuation in the 
workpiece profile error. 
It is also observed in Figure 5.6 that there are several periods of time (e.g. around 
T=1, 3 and 5 second) during which the profile error does not fluctuate drastically but 
is instead kept almost unchanged. These periods of time are the result of the retraction 
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of workpiece upon detection of short circuit. The retraction of workpiece away from 
the wire effectively pauses the sparking process until the discharge gap distance is 
reached again. Given that the retract distance is 30 µm and the feed rate is 5 mm/min 
in this case, the maximum paused period is 0.36 s. Because retraction is not 
incorporated in the earlier model, the same periods of time are not observed. 
5.6.2 Wire vibration 
The vibration of the wire electrode during the simulated machining process is 
captured in a 10-second window and shown in Figure 5.7. Each line in the figure 
represents the position of the wire electrode recorded one second apart. Since the 
discharge frequency (2.5 kHz) is much higher than the frequency of recording, the 
recorded wire vibration profiles are not in the same sparking cycle. 
 
Figure 5.7 Simulated wire electrode vibration 
Similar to the previous model, uneven vibration amplitude in directions toward 
(positive value) and away from (negative value) the workpiece is observed. The 
vibration amplitude is around 12~20 μm in the negative direction and within 8 μm in 
the positive direction. However, unlike the previous model, the figure shows that the 
wire vibration amplitude is extremely small in two of the recorded moments. These 
two moments are found to lie within the paused periods after short circuits are 
detected. The wire vibration has been dampened by the dielectric fluid after the spark-
free period. 
Figure 5.8 shows the amplitude of wire vibration under different spark force and 




Figure 5.8 Wire vibration amplitude with different spark force and discharge frequency 
The dashed lines represent the amplitude of wire vibration in the negative direction. 
The solid lines represent the amplitude of wire vibration in the positive direction. 
With discharge frequency of 5 kHz and 10 kHz, wire vibration amplitudes in the two 
directions are found to be very close to each other. Equal vibration amplitude in both 
directions suggests the wire is generally subject to free vibration without being 
subject to sparks, which is a result of prolonged spark-free periods caused by frequent 
short circuits. A higher discharge frequency allows less time for the wire to rest from 
the influence of the last spark and thus increases the chance of physical contact 
between the wire electrode and the workpiece. After the workpiece is retracted after a 
short circuit, a long period of time (maximum length of the period is 0.36 s) is passed 
without a spark. Therefore, the overall wire vibration amplitude is lowered due to 
prolonged spark-free periods. The small and equal vibration amplitude with higher 
discharge frequency corresponds well with the recorded number of sparks. Higher 
spark force only worsens the case by further increasing the chance of short circuits. 
With a discharge frequency of 2.5 kHz wire vibration is stronger and unequal 
vibration amplitude is observed, suggesting the total shorter spark-free periods and 
thus better machining efficiency. The total spark-free periods are shorter because less 
the low discharge frequency reduces the chance of short circuits.  
The range of spark force adopted in the simulation is estimated by connecting 
discharge energy level to crater radius in experimental findings [20, 38]. Vibration 
amplitude is higher with a medium value of spark force, which indicates that a spark 
force of 200 N/m causes stronger wire vibration than a spark force of 100 N/m 
without causing more short circuits to occur. However, a spark force of 400 N/m is 
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too strong and increases the number of short circuits and therefore lowers the overall 
wire vibration amplitude. 
Figure 5.9 shows the influence of workpiece retract distance on wire vibration 
amplitude with discharge frequency of 2.5 kHz. 
 
Figure 5.9 Wire vibration amplitude with different retract distance 
The amplitude in the negative direction, represented by dashed lines, is about twice 
the amplitude in the positive direction in all three cases. The overall vibration 
amplitude increases with reduced retract distance. A shorter retract distance reduces 
the spark-free period and allows more continuous sparking process while a longer 
retract distance waste many sparking cycles. Although more short circuits will occur 
with a short 10 µm retract distance, the number of sparking cycles wasted is still 
smaller than 30 µm or 50 µm retract distance. 
5.6.3 Spark distribution 
It is explained in the last section that the bulging part of the non-uniform crater 
affects the location of sparks. In this section, the recorded spark location distribution 
using the modified model is analyzed. Two types of spark distribution are recorded 
during the simulation process: absolute spark distribution and relative spark 
distribution. 
5.6.3.1 Absolute spark distribution 
The absolute spark distribution in Figure 5.10 represents the number of sparks that 




Figure 5.10 Absolute spark distribution on wire 
It is observed that more sparks occur around the two edges than at the center of the 
workpiece, which means more materials are removed from the edges. This 
observation agrees with the results obtained using the earlier model. The concave 
shape of the spark distribution generally fits the convex shape of machined workpiece 
profile in Figure 5.5. 
5.6.3.2 Relative spark distribution 
While the absolute spark distribution is a reflection of the amount of material 
removed from the workpiece surface, the relative spark distribution sheds light on 
how consecutive craters are located during the machining process. The relative spark 





Figure 5.11 Relative spark distribution on wire 
The relative position shows how far away the next spark occurs from the current 
spark. A negative value indicates that the next spark occurs at the left side of current 
spark. A positive value indicates that the next spark occurs at the right side of current 
spark. A symmetrical distribution is expected because the wire and workpiece 
placement is set to be symmetric and that the crater orientation is uniformly 
distributed. 
However, the distribution is completely different from what is recorded in the 
earlier model, which is shown in Figure 3.17. The peak is focused on the center, 
suggesting that most consecutive craters are located very near the previous one. The 
spark distribution using the earlier model showed that most consecutive sparks occur 
at a distance that is equal to the distance a wave travels on the wire in a spark cycle 
period. However, due to the high tension applied, the wave travelled distance in the 
current case is around 17.3 mm. As is explained in section 3.5.6, in cases where the 
wave travelled distance is well longer than the workpiece thickness, the two peaks 
phenomenon cannot be observed.  
The peak in the relative spark distribution in Figure 5.11 indicates that sparks tend 
to concentrate at a local site for a period of time. As a result, the craters are most 
likely to form a cluster. To further investigate on how craters are located with respect 
to the previous one within the cluster, a zoom-in of the peak in the relative spark 
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distribution is shown in Figure 5.12. 
 
Figure 5.12 Relative spark distribution on wire (zoom-in view) 
In a zoom-in view, the peak in Figure 5.11 is actually comprised of two peaks, 
indicating that consecutive sparks tend to occur near the previous ones but not at the 
same location. The two peaks cover the range from 25~37 μm, which corresponds to 
the distance from the center of a crater to the top of the bulging part. The average 
distance from the center of a crater to the top of the bulging part is around 32 μm. 
This further shows that the bulging part of a non-uniform crater affects the location of 
future sparks. Since the wire vibrates slower compared to the occurrence of sparks, 
the bulging part of a crater shortens the gap distance more effectively than the 
vibration of wire in the short term. Therefore a spark is very likely to be located on 
top of the bulging part of the previous crater. 
5.6.4 Material removal rate 
Material removal rate (MRR) is an important measure of machining performance of 
WEDM operations that determines the economics of machining and rate of 
production. In the simulation, the volume difference of the workpiece before and after 
machining is divided by the machining time to represent the MRR. Figure 5.13 shows 





Figure 5.13 MRR with different spark force and discharge frequency 
It is observed that with higher spark force and discharge frequency, material 
removal is slowed down. Higher spark force and discharge frequency cause the wire 
to vibrate harder and thus increase the chance of short circuit. Retraction of the 
workpiece upon detection of a short circuit effectively pauses the machining process 
and slows down the sparking rate until a stable gap distance is established again. The 
maximum length of the spark-free period is the time to feed the workpiece to the 
exact location when the short circuit occurred. This time period in this simulation 
setting is about 360 ms, corresponding to 3600 sparking cycles with discharge 
frequency of 10 kHz. MRR is therefore significantly hindered by the large amount of 
time wasted by short circuits, which is confirmed by the number of short circuits 
detected. 
The desired retract distance should be large enough to break the short circuit. But a 
large retract distance also wastes many sparking cycles on retracting and feeding the 
workpiece, reducing machining throughput. Three different values of retract distance 
are tested in the simulation where the discharge gap distance is set to be 10 μm. 
Figure 5.14 shows the influence of retract distance on MRR of the WEDM operation 




Figure 5.14 MRR with different retract distance 
Simulation results show that the MMR decreases as retract distance increases. The 
larger the retract distance is, the longer it takes to feed the workpiece back within 
discharge gap distance. The maximum length of the spark-free period is 300, 900 and 
1500 sparking cycles with retract distance of 10 μm, 30 μm and 50 μm. Depending on 
the overall gap distance when the short circuit occurred, the average spark-free period 
can be shorter. With 10 μm retract distance, the sparking process is less likely to be 
paused than with 30 μm and 50 μm retract distance because the minimum gap 
distance after retraction may still be within discharge gap threshold. 
While higher spark force mostly reduces MRR within all three retract distance, 
spark force of 200 N/m produces slightly higher MRR with 10 μm retract distance. 
This suggests that 10 μm retract distance is capable of handling spark force of 100 
N/m. For the purpose of maximum MRR, shorter retract distance is preferred. The 
spark force should be chosen to be as high as possible without significantly increasing 
the chance of short circuits because stronger wire vibration actually helps flushing 
away the debris. 
5.6.5 Disruption of sparking 
During the WEDM process, each spark exerts a force that pushes the wire away 
from the workpiece, effectively increasing the gap distance at the local spot. When a 
sparking process is disrupted because the wire moves too far away for the plasma 
channel to sustain, the heating process ends prematurely. As a result, less energy is 
released to melt the workpiece materials, leaving a smaller and shallower crater on 
the surface. This phenomenon contributes to the stochastic characteristics of the 
WEDM process that generates craters of various sizes. Study of this phenomenon 
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helps improve understanding of the dynamic machining process. While the location 
of sparks can be captured using a high speed camera [32], disruption on sparks is 
difficult to detect during sparks. However, in the simulation disruption of the 
sparking process can be detected by analyzing gap distance and power supply status. 
After a spark is disrupted before full discharge is achieved, if a plasma channel can 
still be initiated at a different location, the spark will shift to the new location and 
release the rest of the discharge energy to generate a new crater there. In this case, 
another crater is generated with discharge energy below the normal level. 
Figure 5.15 shows the percentage of undisrupted sparks recorded in the simulation. 
 
Figure 5.15 Percentage of undisrupted sparks with different spark force and discharge 
frequency 
4~60 percent of sparks are found to have been disrupted. The percentage increases 
with increased spark force and discharge frequency. Higher spark force pushes the 
wire farther away from the workpiece within the discharge period. And the larger the 
vibration amplitude, the longer is the distance the wire moves during the discharge 
period. In both cases, the longer distance the wire moves during the discharge period 
increases the chance of disruption of the sparking process. This explains Wong’s [39] 
report that the volume and size of the craters were more consistent at lower-energy 
discharges than at higher-energy discharges. Since higher energy discharges push the 
wire harder, the possibility of disruption of the sparking process is increased. With 
more sparks being disrupted before full discharge, consistency in crater volume and 
size is reduced. 
Figure 5.16 shows the influence of retract distance on the percentage of undisrupted 




Figure 5.16 Percentage of undisrupted sparks with different retract distance 
The influence of retract distance on the percentage of undisrupted sparks is 
marginal compared to spark force. There is no direct connection between retract 
distance and disruption of sparking process. Although longer retract distance allows 
wire vibration to be absorbed by the dielectric fluid, wire vibration amplitude is 
restored soon after sparking resumes. For that reason, spark force is the dominant 
influence on disruption of sparking process.  
5.6.6 Number of short circuits 
Frequent short circuits significantly slow down machining throughput, especially 
when combined with long retract distance. It is important to minimize the machining 
time wasted in order to achieve maximum material removal rate. Figure 5.17 shows 
the number of short circuits detected with different discharge frequency. 
 
Figure 5.17 Number of short circuits detected with different discharge frequency 
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More short circuits are detected with higher discharge frequency and spark force. 
This is due to stronger wire vibration induced by the sparks. For the same reason, 
higher tension is found to reduce the number of short circuits. However, the influence 
is not as significant as the influence of retract distance, which is shown in Figure 
5.18. 
 
Figure 5.18 Number of short circuits detected with different retract distance 
The number of short circuits is reduced by over 60% if retract distance is increased 
from 10 μm to 30 μm. This is expected because the sooner sparking process resumes, 
the sooner the wire starts vibrating and short circuit is possible again. With retract 
distance of 10 μm, the sparking process is less likely to be paused because sparking 
immediately after retraction is still likely. Therefore, the length of the spark-free 
period may be very short after a short circuit. By contrast, 50 μm retract distance 
pauses the sparking process with certainty. And because the wire vibration is 
dampened quicker than the workpiece is moved back, a prolonged spark-free period 
is inevitable. Ideally, to achieve maximum MRR, adaptive feed rate control is 
preferred in order to reach discharge gap distance soon after retraction. Higher open 
voltage can also be applied to increase the discharge gap distance threshold (from the 
current 30 μm) in order to allow larger wire vibration amplitude. 
5.6.7 Wire deformation 
The deformation of the wire electrode due to the impact of high frequency sparks is 
difficult to quantify because the wire is constantly in motion. The average position of 
the wire is a statistically reliable measure of wire deformation. After the simulation, 
the average profile of the vibrating wire electrode is calculated by summing up wire 
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position at every time step and divide the sum by the total number of time steps. The 
computed average profile of the wire electrode is illustrated in Figure 5.19. 
 
Figure 5.19 Average profile of the wire electrode 
The average position of the wire indicates the wire is bent against the workpiece, 
which is consistent with the argument that sparks push the wire away from the 
workpiece. Because the average profile of the wire is symmetric and smooth, the 
position difference between the lowest point and the two fixed ends of the wire is 
defined as the measure of wire deformation. 
Figure 5.20 shows the measured wire deformation with different spark force and 
discharge frequency. 
 
Figure 5.20 Wire deformation with different spark force and discharge frequency 
Wire deformation is found to decrease with increased spark force except with 
discharge frequency of 2.5 kHz. Despite the fact that increased spark force usually 
causes more deformation per spark, the average deformation over the entire 
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machining time is lowered due to retraction of workpiece. The prolonged spark-free 
periods initiated after detection of a short circuit reduces average wire deformation in 
two ways. Firstly, wire vibration is absorbed by the dielectric fluid during the spark-
free periods. Without constant excitation from the sparks, wire vibration amplitude 
decreases, resulting in reduced wire deformation. Secondly, without frequent sparks 
pushing the wire in one direction, the wire vibrates freely and with equal amplitude in 
both directions. And the longer the wire is subject to free vibration, the further 
average wire deformation is reduced. Therefore, the fact that wire deformation 
decreases with increased spark force with discharge frequency of 5 kHz and 10 kHz 
only indicates that higher spark force increases the chance of short circuits. 
With discharge frequency of 2.5 kHz, a medium spark force value results in 
maximum wire deformation. This suggests that spark force can be increased from 100 
N/m to 200 N/m safely without causing more short circuits, but not to 400 N/m.  
The influence of retract distance on wire deformation with discharge frequency of 
2.5 kHz is presented in Figure 5.21. 
 
Figure 5.21 Wire deformation with different retract distance 
Wire deformation is found to decrease with increased retract distance. This is 
expected because longer retract distance leads to longer periods with no sparks 
occurring. As a result of smaller more equal vibration amplitude, deformation of the 
average wire profile is reduced. 
With all three retract distances, wire deformation increases when spark force is 
increased from 100 N/m to 200 N/m. This is consistent with the observation in Figure 
5.20 with discharge frequency of 2.5 kHz. Spark force can be increased to a certain 
degree without causing more spark-free periods. In the case of 10 µm retract distance, 
spark force can even be increased to 400 N/m because the short retract distance can 
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keep the sparking process undisrupted even after retraction. Therefore, the overall 
length of spark-free periods is shorter with smaller retract distance despite that more 
short circuits will occur. 
5.6.8 Workpiece profile error 
The workpiece profile error is defined in the similar way as wire deformation. The 
position difference in yw axis between the lowest point and the left edge of the 
machined workpiece profile is defined as the measure of workpiece deformation. 
Figure 5.22 shows the workpiece profile error with different spark force and 
discharge frequency. 
 
Figure 5.22 Workpiece profile error with different spark force and discharge frequency 
Workpiece profile error responds to spark force and discharge frequency in the 
similar way as average wire deformation does. The combination of discharge 
frequency higher than 5 kHz and spark force larger than 200 N/m results in small 
profile error due to prolonged spark-free periods induced by short circuits. Smaller 
spark force and lower discharge frequency are necessary to contain wire vibration in 
order to avoid short circuits and subsequent loss of machining cycles. Since retract 
distance is the dominant influence of number of short circuits, to examine the effect 





Figure 5.23 Workpiece profile error with different retract distance 
Workpiece profile error also responds to retract distance in the similar way as 
average wire deformation does. With discharge frequency of 2.5 kHz, workpiece 
profile error increases when spark force is increased from 100 N/m to 200 N/m, 
indicating no significant increases in short circuits. Profile error then decreased when 
wire vibration is dampened during the prolonged spark-free periods. For the same 
reason, shorter retract distance increases profile error by reducing the length of spark-
free periods. 
In the general term, the machined workpiece copies the shape of the tool electrode. 
In WEDM, however, the tool electrode is not a rigid solid body. The equivalent shape 
of the wire tool to be copied is difficult to determine. Two logical candidates of the 
equivalent shape of the wire tool are the average wire deformation and vibration 
amplitude.  
To verify the above argument, workpiece profile error is compared with average 
wire deformation and vibration amplitude in Figure 5.24. Simulated conditions 
include: discharge frequency of 1~10 kHz, spark force of 100~400 N/m, tension of 







Figure 5.24 Workpiece profile error versus (a) average wire deformation and (b) wire 
vibration amplitude 
A linear relationship is observed in Figure 5.24 (a) between workpiece profile error 
and average wire deformation, although average wire deformation is comparably 
smaller than its corresponding workpiece profile error. A linear relationship is also 
observed in Figure 5.24 (b) between workpiece profile error and wire vibration 
amplitude. The red crosses in the figures deviate far from the majority group and are 
therefore considered as outliers. 
The linear relationship stands regardless of the various machining conditions 
simulated, even with the influence of short circuits and retraction of the workpiece. 
This proves the argument that workpiece profile error is caused by wire bending 




In this chapter, a modified wire EDM process model is developed by incorporating 
more representative details using findings from the experimental study into the wire 
EDM process model proposed in Chapter 3. The geometric model of the craters is 
derived using the non-uniform model. A new factor of crater orientation is introduced 
into the model. Furthermore, experimentally measured crater size and orientation 
distribution is applied to the model, contributing to a more representative description 
of the stochastic machining process. The combination of the scheme developed in 
Chapter 4 to construct overlapping craters and the treatment of the molten pool during 
the heating phase of a spark constitutes the crater forming principle. In addition, 
retraction of the workpiece upon detection of short circuit is applied. 
Simulation based on the modified process model suggests that the location of 
sparks is affected differently due to the introduced bulging part in the non-uniform 
geometric model. The influence of machining parameters (e.g. retract distance, spark 
force, discharge frequency) on both the machining process and the machined 
workpiece surface is analyzed and discussed. Optimal combination of discharge 
frequency and spark force exists for the purpose of maximizing material removal rate. 
High discharge frequency combined with high spark force is found to cause more 
short circuits and therefore loss of machining efficiency. Higher discharge frequency 
and spark force are also found to reduce the percentage of undisrupted sparks, 
increasing the extent of randomness in the machining process. Furthermore, the 
connection between convex workpiece surface and unequal vibration of the wire 
electrode is established. Workpiece profile error is found to increase linearly with 
average wire deformation and wire vibration amplitude regardless of various 





Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
Modeling of the micro WEDM aids in understanding the machining process and the 
influence of machining parameters, and can serve as a useful tool for process 
planning. As study of the process may not always be feasibly conducted 
experimentally, simulation offers an alternative and supplementary approach for 
further investigation of the machining process. While several studies have been made 
on the modeling of the WEDM process using assumptions on wire vibration and 
crater formation to simplify the problem, more representative models can be 
developed and studied to better understand the process characteristics and its 
stochastic nature. In this thesis, a WEDM process model connecting vibration of wire 
electrode, material removal on workpiece surface and sparking process is proposed to 
investigate machining process and influence of various machining conditions. The 
following are contributions made: 
A micro WEDM process model has been developed considering the interaction 
among wire vibration, spark location and material removal. The wire vibrates under 
the influence of individual sparks. The location of each spark is determined by the 
combined information of gap distance and electric waveform. Each spark removes a 
small volume of material from the workpiece, leaving a crater of certain shape on the 
machined surface. Simulation using the proposed model predicts wire vibration 
pattern and machined workpiece surface as well as location of sparks. The wire 
electrode is found to vibrate with uneven amplitude toward and away from the 
workpiece due to the direction of the spark force. A strong correlation between 
absolute discharge distribution and machined workpiece surface profile is found. 
Relative discharge location distribution is found to have a correlation with wave 
propagation speed on the wire. The convex workpiece profile has been verified with 
reported results in literatures. 
The basic element of the material removal process, which is the shape of crater 
made by each spark, has been experimentally studied in order to achieve better 
representation of the micro WEDM process model and simulation. It is found in the 
experimental study that craters possess two major features. These features are 
important in the determination of spark location and are later proven to have large 
influence on the machining process. Therefore, a generic model has been developed 
to capture the geometric features of craters. The generic model proves to be able to 
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portray the bulging and non-uniform features of craters and to estimate crater volume 
with close representation. Combining findings from the experimental study and 
thermal theory of the crater forming process, an overlay method is proposed to 
construct overlapping craters from generic models of single craters. The resulting 
surface profiles of the constructed clusters prove to be reasonably good 
approximation of actual crater clusters. 
New features are then introduced to the developed WEDM process model based on 
the findings from the experimental study. The individual craters featuring bulging 
rings and asymmetry in shape are described using the non-uniform model developed, 
instead of the commonly used simple spherical model. Stochastic characteristics in 
the size and orientation of craters are taken into account. Furthermore, additional 
features, such as detection of short circuits and retraction of workpiece, are 
incorporated in order to describe the WEDM process more realistically. Using the 
modified model, influence of machining conditions, such as discharge frequency, 
spark force and retract distance, on the various aspects of the machining process are 
analyzed and discussed. Simulations results indicate a linear relationship between 
workpiece profile error and wire bending. 
6.2 Recommendations for future work 
Based on the work in this thesis, a few directions of further research are 
recommended in the future.  
On-line measurement of wire vibration 
Measurement of wire vibration can provide important information about the 
machining process. Although it is not economically feasible to monitor wire vibration 
across the entire wire span, wire vibration can be measured at certain points of 
interest. Workpiece profile error has been shown to be linearly related to the vibration 
amplitude of the wire electrode. Therefore, the amplitude of wire vibration serves as 
an indicator of workpiece profile error without the need to actually measure it, which 
requires disrupting the machining process. An adaptive feed rate control system can 
also utilize the wire vibration information to achieve fast recovery from short circuit 
and stable gap distance. Furthermore, by comparing measured wire vibration at 
certain points with the WEDM process model, accurate values of machining 
parameters can be identified under any practical machining conditions in order to 
improve accuracy of the model. 
Further study on the formation of overlapping craters 
Further experimental and theoretical studies on the formation of overlapping craters 
are recommended because in practical machining jobs, most craters overlap on one 
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another. Better understanding of the formation process helps improve the process 
model. Theoretical studies on crater formation are mostly focused on the heating 
phase. However, the bubble collapsing phase is also crucial to the material removal 
and formation of crater shape. Investigation on this bubble collapsing phase deserves 
more attention. There has been simulation study [48] on the bubble collapsing phase 
during a single spark. However, similar study of the formation of overlapping craters 
is yet to be conducted. The fact that a subsequent crater is formed on top of an 
irregular surface makes both the heating and bubble collapsing phase more complex. 
In the experimental aspect, high speed monitor of the crater formation as well as the 
expansion and collapsing of the gas bubble can provide insight into this not yet 
understood process and assist in theoretical and simulation studies. 
Study on influence of debris 
The debris in the dielectric fluid is known to affect the machining process by 
causing arcing. It also changes the effective gap distance at the local spot, affecting 
the location of sparks. Due to its transient and stochastic nature, study on how the 
debris affects the machining process at various positions between the electrodes is 
scarce. Once the influence of debris is better understood, it can be incorporated into 
the model and simulations. 
Application of actuation on the wire electrode 
Modulation of wire vibration can influence the machined surface. It has been 
shown that vibration-assisted EDM, with vibration applied to either the workpiece or 
the wire electrode, increases machining efficiency, mainly by improving flushing of 
debris. Guo [59, 60] modulated wire vibration by coupling the wire electrode to the 
ultrasonic vibration generator through a special wire holder and found that with 
ultrasonic vibration applied to the wire, machining efficiency was increased by 30%. 
In addition, with external actuation, wire vibration modulation is possible when 
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Appendix A: Values of machining parameters used in 
the simulation and common micro EDM studies 
The values of machining parameters adopted in the simulation in this thesis and the 
commonly used values in micro EDM studies are listed in Table A.1. 
Table A.1 List of values of machining parameters 
Machining parameters 
(unit) 
Commonly used value Value used in 
the simulation 
Wire diameter (µm) 20~100 (300 for WEDG) 200, 250 
Gap distance (µm) 2 ~ 18 30 
Pulse duration (µs) 0.1 ~ 60 25 
Feed rate (mm/min) 0.06 ~ 0.21 2 ~ 20 
Crater radius (µm) <10 ~ >70 38 ~ 78 
Discharge frequency (kHz) 5 ~ 300 2.5 ~ 10 
 
The simulation is originally run under micro WEDM conditions using ɸ30 µm wire 
and 10 µm discharge gap distance. In order to compare with the result reported by 
Han [54], the machining parameters, e.g. wire diameter, feed rate, have been modified 
to be of similar value. Some parameters used are still within micro EDM range.  
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Appendix B: Effect of model parameters on modeled 
crater shape in the uniform model 
The uniform model for crater shape is described by the following equation.  
{ }2 20 02 2
0 0
( , ) ( ) ( )
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where x0, y0 represents the center location of the crater. X-Y plane represents the un-
machined flat surface. Z is the height of each point on the crater surface. 
Parameters A, B, C, D serves as shape adaptive parameters. The effect of these 
parameters on the shape of modeled crater is illustrated in Figure A.1. Parameters A 
and C affect the maximum depth of the crater at its center and the maximum height of 
the bulging ring. Parameters B and C affect the radius and curvature of the crater. 
Parameter D affects the portion of the concave part versus the bulging part.  
Increasing parameter A will increase the depth of the concave part as well as the 
height of bulging ring while keeping the crater radius unchanged.  
Increasing parameter B will reduce the radius of the crater without affecting the 
depth and height. 
Decreasing parameter C will increase the radius of the crater while decreasing the 
depth of the concave part and the height of bulging ring, making the crater shallower. 
Decreasing parameter D will sink the entire crater profile down into the surface. 
While neither crater radius nor crater shape is changed, the portion of the bulging part 
is reduced and the portion of concave part is increased. Because the shape is cut off 
outside the crater radius, the crater profile is not continuous at the radius. Therefore, 









Appendix C: Reason of cutting off secondary ripples in 
the geometric models of a single crater 
The shape of a single crater is typically comprised of a concave part and a bulging 
part around it. The crater is surrounded by the flat un-machined surface.  
The function used to describe the concave part and the bulging part is basically a 
three dimensional sine wave with decreasing amplitude. However, the sine wave is a 
continuous function with multiple peaks and valleys. Only the first peak and valley of 
the sine function is needed to describe the crater shape. Secondary peaks and valleys, 
if not cut off, cause ripples around the crater as illustrated in Figure A.2. To make the 
geometric model of a single crater more representative, the ripples are cut off in both 
the uniform model and the non-uniform model.  
 
Figure A.2 Illustration of cutting off ripples in the geometric model 
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Appendix D: Determination of spark force magnitude 
and damping coefficient of the dielectric fluid 
 
Spark force magnitude 
The spark force magnitude used in the simulation is determined by solving the 
inverse problem of wire displacement due to spark force. Using the wire vibration 
model, the transient response of the wire due to single discharge is linked with spark 
force magnitude.  
Mohri [20] has reported that measured wire (ɸ200 µm brass wire under 9.5 N 
tension) displacement is around 10 µm with discharge energy level around 2000 µJ. 
Since the average crater radius adopted in the simulation is around 50 um, the 
estimated discharge energy level ranges from 1000 ~ 2000 µJ, according to measured 
crater profiles in reported experiments [38, 39]. Given that the wire used in the 
simulation is of the same material and diameter and under similar tension (8N), three 
estimated levels of wire displacement, i.e. 3 um, 6 um, 12 um, are chosen to represent 
the discharge energy level range. Using these three wire displacement values, the 
spark force magnitudes are identified respectively using the wire vibration model, as 




Figure A.3 Wire displacement due to single discharge 
The wire displacement of a point on the wire is shown in all three graphs. The 
displacement magnitude matching 3 um, 6 um and 12 um yields total spark force 
magnitude of 0.01 N, 0.02 N, 0.03N. In the preliminary simulation in Chapter 3, the 
magnitude of 0.02 N is used. In the modified simulation in Chapter 5, all three values 
are used. And since the spark force is assumed to be uniformly distributed on the 





The value of damping coefficient of the dielectric fluid used in the simulation is 
determined also by solving the inverse problem of wire vibration. During free 
vibration, wire vibration amplitude is dampened exponentially by the surrounding 
dielectric fluid. The rate of decrease of vibration amplitude is a property regardless of 
wire tension and length. Therefore, the rate of decrease of vibration amplitude is 
connected to the value of the damping coefficient. 
Dauw [30] has reported that when the wire is submerged in deionized water, wire 
vibration is be dampened exponentially with a time constant of 8 ms. Because in this 
simulation, the wire is also assumed to be submerged in deionized water, the time 
constant reported by Dauw is used to identify the damping coefficient, as shown in 
Figure A.4. 
 
Figure A.4 Wire vibration due to initial condition 
By subjecting the wire to free vibration due to initial condition, the vibration 
amplitude is recorded and shown as the blue curve in the figure. The red curves 
enveloping the vibration amplitude curve match the exponential decay with a time 
constant of 8 ms. Therefore, the value of the damping coefficient is identified to be 
250 N·s/m2. 
 
